
“Current Issues in Teaching and Learning”.

In Section 1 of this course you will cover these topics:
Introduction

Schools As Cultural Institutions

Sustaining Our Culture And The Goals Of Education
Topic : Introduction

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to learn:

 Brief History of Modern Schooling

 How modern schools work

Definition/Overview:

Overview: A school, (originally meaning "leisure", and also "that in which leisure is

employed", "school"), is an institution designed to allow and encourage students (or "pupils")

to learn, under the supervision of teachers. Most countries have systems of formal education,

which is commonly compulsory. In these systems, students progress through a series of

schools. The names for these schools vary by country, but generally include primary school

for young children and secondary school for teenagers who have completed primary

education.

Key Points:

1. Introduction to Modern Schools

In addition to these core schools, students in a given country may also have access to and

attend schools both before and after primary and secondary education. Kindergarten or pre-

school provide some schooling to very young children (typically ages 3-5). University,

vocational school, college or seminary may be available after (or in lieu of) secondary school.

A school may also be dedicated to one particular field, such as a school of economics or a

school of dance. Alternative schools may provide nontraditional curriculum and methods.

There are also non-government schools, called private schools. Private schools may be for

children with special needs when the government does not supply for them; religious, such as
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Christian Schools, Khalsa Schools, Torah Schools and others; or schools that have a higher

standard of education or seek to foster other personal achievements. Schools for adults

include institutions of corporate training and Military education and training.

In homeschooling and online schools, teaching and learning take place outside of a traditional

school building.

The concept of grouping students together in a centralized location for learning has existed

since Classical antiquity. Formal schools have existed at least since ancient Greece

(Academy), ancient India (Gurukul) and ancient China (see History of education in China).

The Byzantine Empire had an established schooling system beginning at the primary level.

According to Traditions and Encounters, the founding of the primary education system began

in 425 A.D. and " military personnel usually had at least a primary education ". The

Byzantine education system continued until the empire's collapse in 1453 AD.

Islam was another culture to develop a schooling system in the modern sense of the word.

Emphasis was put on knowledge and therefore a systematic way of teaching and spreading

knowledge was developed in purpose built structures. At first, mosques combined both

religious performance and learning activities, but by the ninth century, the Madrassa was

introduced, a proper school built independently from the mosque. They were also the first to

make the Madrassa system a public domain under the control of the Caliph. The Nizamiyya

madrasais considered by consensus of scholars to be the earliest surviving school, built

towards 1066 CE by Emir Nizam Al-Mulk.

Under the Ottomans, the towns of Bursa and Edirnebecame the main centers of learning. The

Ottoman system of Kulliye, a building complex containing a mosque, a hospital, madrassa,

and public kitchen and dining areas, revolutionized the education system, making learning

accessible to a wider public through its free meals, health care and sometimes free

accommodation.

The nineteenth century historian, Scott holds that a remarkable correspondence exists

between the procedure established by those institutions and the methods of the present day.

They had their collegiate courses, their prizes for proficiency in scholarship, their oratorical

and poetical contests, their commencements and their degrees. In the department of medicine,

a severe and prolonged examination, conducted by the most eminent physicians of the
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capital, was exacted of all candidates desirous of practicing their profession, and such as were

unable to stand the test were formally pronounced incompetent.

In Europeduring the Middle Ages and much of the Early Modern period, the main purpose of

schools (as opposed to universities) was to teach the Latin language. This led to the term

grammar school which in the United States is used informally to refer to a primary school but

in the United Kingdommeans a school that selects entrants on their ability or aptitude.

Following this, the school curriculum has gradually broadened to include literacy in the

vernacular language as well as technical, artistic, scientific and practical subjects.

Many of the earlier public schools in the United Stateswere one-room schools where a single

teacher taught seven grades of boys and girls in the same classroom. Beginning in the 1920s,

one-room schools were consolidated into multiple classroom facilities with transportation

increasingly provided by kid hacks and school buses.

In North America, the term school can refer to any educational institution at any level, and

covers all of the following: preschool (for toddlers), kindergarten, elementary school, middle

school (also called intermediate school or junior high school, depending on specific age

groups and geographic region), senior high school, college, university, and graduate school.

In the US, school performance through high school is monitored by each state's Department

of Education. Charter schools are publicly funded elementary or secondary schools that have

been freed from some of the rules, regulations, and statutes that apply to other public schools.

The terms grammar school and grade school are sometimes used to refer to a primary school.

Topic : Schools As Cultural Institutions

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to learn:

 What Is Culture?

 How Cultures Shape Minds

 School Cultures Shaping Students Minds

 School Cultures

 Beginning Teachers Discovering School Cultures
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Definition/Overview:

Overview: Culture (from the Latin culturastemming from colere, meaning "to cultivate") is

difficult to define. However, the word "culture" is most commonly used in three basic senses:

 excellence of taste in the fine arts and humanities

 an integrated pattern of human knowledge, belief, and behavior that depends upon the

capacity for symbolic thought and social learning

 the set of shared attitudes, values, goals, and practices that characterizes an institution,

organization or group.

Key Points:

1. Culture

When the concept first emerged in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Europe, it connoted a

process of cultivation or improvement, as in agriculture or horticulture. In the nineteenth

century, it came to refer first to the betterment or refinement of the individual, especially

through education, and then to the fulfillment of national aspirations or ideals. In the mid-

nineteenth century, some scientists used the term "culture" to refer to a universal human

capacity.

In the twentieth century, "culture" emerged as a concept central to anthropology,

encompassing all human phenomena that are not purely results of human genetics.

Specifically, the term "culture" in American anthropology had two meanings: (1) the evolved

human capacity to classify and represent experiences with symbols, and to act imaginatively

and creatively; and (2) the distinct ways that people living in different parts of the world

classified and represented their experiences, and acted creatively. Following World War II,

the term became important, albeit with different meanings, in other disciplines such as

sociology, cultural studies, organizational psychology and management studies.

2. Evolution of Culture

Discussion concerning culture among biological anthropologists centers around two debates.

First, is culture uniquely human or shared by other species (most notably, other primates)?

Second, how did culture evolve among human beings?
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Gerald Weiss has pointed out that although Tylors classic definition of culture was restricted

to humans, many anthropologists take this for granted and thus elide that important

qualification from later definitions, merely equating culture with any learned behavior. This

slippage is a problem because during the formative years of modern primatology, some

primatologists were trained in anthropology (and understood that culture refers to learned

behavior among humans), and others were not. Notable non-anthropologists, like Robert

Yerkes and Jane Goodallthus argued that chimpanzees have culture. Today, anthropological

primatologists are divided, several arguing that other primates have culture, others arguing

that they do not.

This scientific debate is complicated by ethical concerns. The subjects of primatologyare

non-human primates, and whatever culture these primates have is threatened by human

activity. After reviewing the research on primate culture, W.C. McGrew concluded, "A

discipline requires subjects, and most species of nonhuman primates are endangered by their

human cousins. Ultimately, whatever its merit, cultural primatology must be committed to

cultural survival [i.e. to the survival of primate cultures]."

McGrew admits that all six criteria may be strict, given the difficulties in observing primate

behavior in the wild. But he also insists on the need to be as inclusive as possible, on the need

for a definition of culture that "casts the net widely":

Culture is considered to be group-specific behavior that is acquired, at least in part, from

social influences. Here, group is considered to be the species-typical unit, whether it be a

troop, lineage, subgroup, or so on. Prima facia evidence of culture comes from within-species

but across-group variation in behavior, as when a pattern is persistent in one community of

chimpanzees but is absent from another, or when different communities perform different

versions of the same pattern. The suggestion of culture in action is stronger when the

difference across the groups cannot be explained solely by ecological factors .

As Charles Frederick Voegelin pointed out, if culture is reduced to learned behavior, then all

animals have culture. Certainly all specialists agree that all primate species evidence common

cognitive skills: knowledge of object-permanence, cognitive mapping, the ability to

categorize objects, and creative problem solving. Moreover, all primate species show

evidence of shared social skills: they recognize members of their social group; they form
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direct relationships based on degrees of kinship and rank; they recognize third-party social

relationships; they predict future behavior; and they cooperate in problem-solving.

Nevertheless, the term "culture" applies to non-human animals only if we define culture as

any or all learned behavior. Within mainstream physical anthropology, scholars tend to think

that a more restrictive definition is necessary. These researchers are concerned with how

human beings evolved to be different from other species. A more precise definition of

culture, which excludes non-human social behavior, would allow physical anthropologists to

study how humans evolved their unique capacity for "culture".

According to developmental psychologist Michael Tomasello, where these complex and

species-unique behavioral practices, and the cognitive skills that underlie them, came from is

a fundamental anthropological question. Given that contemporary humans and chimpanzees

are far more different than horses and zebras, or rats and mice, and that the evolution of this

great difference occurred in such a short period of time, our search must be for some small

difference that made a big difference some adaptation, or small set of adaptations, that

changed the process of primate cognitive evolution in fundamental ways. According to

Tomasello, the answer to this question must form the basis of a scientific definition of human

culture.

In a recent review of the major research on human and primate tool-use, communication, and

learning strategies,Tomasello argues that the key human advances over primates (language,

complex technologies, complexsocial organization) are all the results of humans pooling

cognitive resources. This is called the ratchet effect: innovations spread and are shared by a

group, and mastered by youngsters, which enables them to remain in their new and improved

form within the group until something better comes along. The key point is that children are

born good at a particular kind of social learning; this creates a favored environment for social

innovations, making them more likely to be maintained and transmitted to new generations

than individual innovations. For Tomasello, human social learning the kind of learning that

distinguishes humans from other primates and that played a decisive role in human evolution

is based on two elements: first, what he calls imitative learning, (as opposed to emulative

learning characteristic of other primates) and second, the fact that humans represent their

experiences symbolically (rather than iconically, as is characteristic of other primates).

Together, these elements enable humans to be both inventive, and to preserve useful

inventions. It is this combination that produces the ratchet effect
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The kind of learning found among other primates is emuluation learning, which focuses on

the environmental events involved results or changes of state in the environment that the

other produced rather than on the actions that produced those results. Tomasello emphasizes

that emulation learning is a highly adaptive strategy for apes because it focuses on the effects

of an act. In laboratory experiments, chimpanzees were shown two different ways for using a

rake-like tool to obtain an out-of-reach-object. Both methods were effective, but one was

more efficient than the other. Chimpanzees consistently emulated he more efficient method.

Examples of emulation learning are well-documented among primates. Notable examples

include Japanese macaque potato washing, Chimpanzee tool use, and Chimpanzee gestural

communication. In 1953, an 18-month-old female macaque monkey was observed taking

sandy pieces of sweet potato (given to the monkeys by observers) to a stream (and later, to

the ocean) to wash off the sand. After three months, the same behavior was observed in her

mother and two playmates, and then the playmates mothers. Over the next two years seven

other young macaques were observed washing their potatoes, and by the end of the third year

40% of the troop had adopted the practice. Although this story is popularly represented as a

straightforward example of human-like learning, evidence suggests that it is not. Many

monkeys naturally brush sand off of food; this behavior had been observed in the macaque

troop prior to the first observed washing. Moreover, potato washing was observed in four

other separate macaque troops, suggesting that at least four other individual monkeys had

learned to wash off sand on their own. Other monkey species in captivity quickly learn to

wash off their food. Finally, the spread of learning among the Japanese macaques was fairly

slow, and the rate at which new members of the troop learned did not keep pace with the

growth of the troop. If the form of learning were imitation, the rate of learning should have

been exponential. It is more likely that monkeys the washing behavior is based on the

common behavior of cleaning off food, and that monkeys that spent time by the water

independently learned to wash, rather than wipe their food. This explains both why those

monkeys that kept company with the original washer, and who thus spent a good deal of time

by the water, also figured out how to wash their potatoes. It also explains why the rate at

which this behavior spread was relatively slow.

Chimpanzees exhibit a variety of population-specific tool use: termite-fishing, ant-fishing,

ant-dipping, nut-cracking, and leaf-sponging. Gombe chimpanzees fish for termites using

small, thin sticks, but chimpanzees in Western Africa use large sticks to break holes in
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mounds and use their hands to scoop up termites. Some of this variation may be the result of

environmental shaping (there is more rainfall in western Africa, softening termite mounds

and making them easier to break apart, than in the Gombe reserve in eastern Africa.

Nevertheless it is clear that chimpanzees are good at emulation learning. Chimpanzee

children independently know how to roll over logs, and know how to eat insects. When

children see their mothers rolling over logs in order to eat the insects beneath, they quickly

learn to do the same. In other words, this form of learning builds on activities the children

already know. Emulation learning in this case focuses on the environmental effects involved

the results or changes of state in the environment that the other produced rather than on the

actions that produced those results.

The kind of learning characteristic of human children is Imitative learning, which means

reproducing an instrumental act understood intentionally. Human infants begin to display

some evidence of this form of learning between the ages of nine and twelve months, when

infants fix their attention not only on an object, but on the gaze of an adult which enables

them to use adults as points of reference and thus act on objects in the way adults are acting

on them.This dynamic is well-documented and has also been termed joint engagement or

joint attention. Essential to this dynamic is the infants growing capacity to recognize others as

intentional agents: people with the power to control their spontaneous behavior and who have

goals and make active choices among behavioral means for attaining those goals.

The development of skills in joint attention by the end of a human childs first year of life

provides the basis for the development of imitative learning in the second year. In one study

14-month old children imitated an adults overly-complex method of turning on a light, even

when they could have used an easier and more natural motion to the same effect. In another

study, 16-month old children interacted with adults who alternated between a complex series

of motions that appeared intentional and a comparable set of motions that appeared

accidental; they imitated only those motions that appeared intentional. Another study of 18-

month old children revealed that children imitate actions that adults intend ,yet in some way

fail, to perform. Tomasello emphasizes that this kind of imitative learning relies

fundamentally on infants tendency to identify with adults, and on their ability to distinguish

in the actions of others the underlying goal and the different means that might be used to

achieve it. He calls this kind of imitative learning cultural learning because the child is not

just learning about things from other persons, she is also learning things through them in the
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sense that she must know something of the adults perspective on a situation to learn the active

use of this same intentional act. He concludes that the key feature of cultural learning is that it

occurs only when an individual understands others as intentional agents, like the self, who

have a perspective on the world that can be followed into, directed and shared

Emulation learning and imitative learning are two different adaptations that can only be

assessed in their larger environmental and evolutionary contexts. In one experiment,

chimpanzees and two-year-old children were separately presented with a rake-like-tool and

an out-of-reach object. Adult humans then demonstrated two different ways to use the tool,

one more efficient, one less efficient. Chimpanzees used the same efficient method following

both demonstrations. Most of the human children, however, imitated whichever method the

adult was demonstrating. Were chimps and humans to be compared on the basis of these

results, one might think that Chimpanzees are more intelligent. From an evolutionary

perspective they are equally intelligent, but with different kinds of intelligence adapted to

different environments. Chimpanzee learning strategies are well-suited to a relatively stable

physical environment that requires relatively little social cooperation (compared to humans).

Human learning strategies are well-suited to a complex social environment in which

understanding the intentions of others may be more important than success at a specific task.

Tomaselloargues that this strategy has made possible the ratchet effect that enabled humans

to evolve complex social systems that have enabled humans to adapt to virtually every

physical environment on the surface of the earth.

Tomasellofurther argues that cultural learning is essential for language-acquisition. Most

children in any society, and all children in some, do not learn all words through the direct

efforts of adults. In general, for the vast majority of words in their language, children must

find a way to learn in the ongoing flow of social interaction, sometimes from speech not even

addressed to them.This finding has been confirmed by a variety of experiments in which

children learned words even when the referent was not present, multiple referents were

possible, and the adult was not directly trying to teach the word to the child.Tomasello

concludes that a linguistic symbol is nothing other than a marker for an

intersubjectivelyshared understanding of a situation.

Tomasellos1999 review of the research contrasting human and non-human primate learning

strategies confirms biological anthropologist Ralph Holloways 1969 argument that a specific

kind of sociality linked to symbolic cognition were the keys to human evolution, and
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constitute the nature of culture. According to Holloway, the key issue in the evolution of H.

sapiens, and the key to understanding culture, is how man organizes his experience. Culture

is the imposition of arbitrary form upon the environment. This fact, Holloway argued, is

primary to and explains what is distinctive about human learning strategies, tool-use, and

language. Human tool-making and language express similar, if not identical, cognitive

processes and provide important evidence for how humankind evolved.

In other words, whereas McGrew argues that anthropologists must focus on behaviors like

communication and tool-use because they have no access to the mind, Holloway argues that

human language and tool-use, including the earliest stone tools in the fossil record, are highly

suggestive of cognitive differences between humans and non-humans, and that such cognitive

differences in turn explain human evolution. For Holloway, the question is not whether other

primates communicate, learn or make tools, but that the way they do these things. Washing

potatoes in the ocean stripping branches of leaves to get termites, and other examples of

primate tool-use and learning are iconic, and there is no feedback from the environment to the

animal . Human tools, however, express an independence from natural form that manifests

symbolic thinking. In the preparation of the stick for termite-eating, the relation between

product and raw material is iconic. In the making of a stone tool, in contrast, there is no

necessary relation between the form of the final product and the original material.

In Holloways view, our non-human ancestors, like those of modern chimpanzees and other

primates, shared motor and sensory skills, curiosity, memory, and intelligence, with perhaps

differences in degree. It is when these are integrated with the unique attributes of arbitrary

production (symbolization) and imposition that man qua cultural man appears.

What is uniquely characteristic about human societies is what required symbolic cognition,

which consequently leads to the evolution of culture: "cooperative, mixed-sex social groups,

with significant male care and provisioning of offspring, and relatively stable patterns of

reproductive exclusion." This combination is relatively rare in other species because it is

"highly susceptible to disintegration." Language and culture provide the glue that holds it

together.

Chimpanzees also, on occasion, hunt meat. In most cases however males consume the meat

immediately, and only on occasion share with females who happen to be nearby. Among

chimpanzees, hunting for meat increases when other sources of food become scarce, but
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under these conditions, sharing descreases.The first forms of symbolic thinking made stone-

tools possible which made hunting for meat a more dependable source of food for our non-

human ancestors, while also making possible forms of social communication that make

sharing between males and females but also among males, decreasing sexual competition:

Topic : Sustaining Our Culture And The Goals Of Education

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to learn:

 Goals of American Education

 Educational Lobbying Groups

 The GreatSchool Legend

 How Cultures Shape Minds

Definition/Overview:

Overview: Culture (from the Latin culturastemming from colere, meaning "to cultivate") is

difficult to define. However, the word "culture" is most commonly used in three basic senses:

 excellence of taste in the fine arts and humanities

 an integrated pattern of human knowledge, belief, and behavior that depends upon the

capacity for symbolic thought and social learning

 the set of shared attitudes, values, goals, and practices that characterizes an institution,

organization or group.

Key Points:

1. Goals of American Education

When the concept first emerged in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Europe, it connoted a

process of cultivation or improvement, as in agriculture or horticulture. In the nineteenth

century, it came to refer first to the betterment or refinement of the individual, especially

through education, and then to the fulfillment of national aspirations or ideals. In the mid-

nineteenth century, some scientists used the term "culture" to refer to a universal human

capacity.
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In the twentieth century, "culture" emerged as a concept central to anthropology,

encompassing all human phenomena that are not purely results of human genetics.

Specifically, the term "culture" in American anthropology had two meanings: (1) the evolved

human capacity to classify and represent experiences with symbols, and to act imaginatively

and creatively; and (2) the distinct ways that people living in different parts of the world

classified and represented their experiences, and acted creatively. Following World War II,

the term became important, albeit with different meanings, in other disciplines such as

sociology, cultural studies, organizational psychology and management studies.

2. Evolution of Culture

Discussion concerning culture among biological anthropologists centers around two debates.

First, is culture uniquely human or shared by other species (most notably, other primates)?

Second, how did culture evolve among human beings?

Gerald Weiss has pointed out that although Tylors classic definition of culture was restricted

to humans, many anthropologists take this for granted and thus elide that important

qualification from later definitions, merely equating culture with any learned behavior. This

slippage is a problem because during the formative years of modern primatology, some

primatologists were trained in anthropology (and understood that culture refers to learned

behavior among humans), and others were not. Notable non-anthropologists, like Robert

Yerkes and Jane Goodallthus argued that chimpanzees have culture. Today, anthropological

primatologists are divided, several arguing that other primates have culture, others arguing

that they do not.

This scientific debate is complicated by ethical concerns. The subjects of primatologyare

non-human primates, and whatever culture these primates have is threatened by human

activity. After reviewing the research on primate culture, W.C. McGrew concluded, "A

discipline requires subjects, and most species of nonhuman primates are endangered by their

human cousins. Ultimately, whatever its merit, cultural primatology must be committed to

cultural survival [i.e. to the survival of primate cultures]."

McGrew admits that all six criteria may be strict, given the difficulties in observing primate

behavior in the wild. But he also insists on the need to be as inclusive as possible, on the need

for a definition of culture that "casts the net widely":
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Culture is considered to be group-specific behavior that is acquired, at least in part, from

social influences. Here, group is considered to be the species-typical unit, whether it be a

troop, lineage, subgroup, or so on. Prima facia evidence of culture comes from within-species

but across-group variation in behavior, as when a pattern is persistent in one community of

chimpanzees but is absent from another, or when different communities perform different

versions of the same pattern. The suggestion of culture in action is stronger when the

difference across the groups cannot be explained solely by ecological factors .

3. The GreatSchool Legend

As Charles Frederick Voegelin pointed out, if culture is reduced to learned behavior, then all

animals have culture. Certainly all specialists agree that all primate species evidence common

cognitive skills: knowledge of object-permanence, cognitive mapping, the ability to

categorize objects, and creative problem solving. Moreover, all primate species show

evidence of shared social skills: they recognize members of their social group; they form

direct relationships based on degrees of kinship and rank; they recognize third-party social

relationships; they predict future behavior; and they cooperate in problem-solving.

Nevertheless, the term "culture" applies to non-human animals only if we define culture as

any or all learned behavior. Within mainstream physical anthropology, scholars tend to think

that a more restrictive definition is necessary. These researchers are concerned with how

human beings evolved to be different from other species. A more precise definition of

culture, which excludes non-human social behavior, would allow physical anthropologists to

study how humans evolved their unique capacity for "culture".

According to developmental psychologist Michael Tomasello, where these complex and

species-unique behavioral practices, and the cognitive skills that underlie them, came from is

a fundamental anthropological question. Given that contemporary humans and chimpanzees

are far more different than horses and zebras, or rats and mice, and that the evolution of this

great difference occurred in such a short period of time, our search must be for some small

difference that made a big difference some adaptation, or small set of adaptations, that

changed the process of primate cognitive evolution in fundamental ways. According to

Tomasello, the answer to this question must form the basis of a scientific definition of human

culture.
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In a recent review of the major research on human and primate tool-use, communication, and

learning strategies,Tomasello argues that the key human advances over primates (language,

complex technologies, complexsocial organization) are all the results of humans pooling

cognitive resources. This is called the ratchet effect: innovations spread and are shared by a

group, and mastered by youngsters, which enables them to remain in their new and improved

form within the group until something better comes along. The key point is that children are

born good at a particular kind of social learning; this creates a favored environment for social

innovations, making them more likely to be maintained and transmitted to new generations

than individual innovations. For Tomasello, human social learning the kind of learning that

distinguishes humans from other primates and that played a decisive role in human evolution

is based on two elements: first, what he calls imitative learning, (as opposed to emulative

learning characteristic of other primates) and second, the fact that humans represent their

experiences symbolically (rather than iconically, as is characteristic of other primates).

Together, these elements enable humans to be both inventive, and to preserve useful

inventions. It is this combination that produces the ratchet effect

The kind of learning found among other primates is emuluation learning, which focuses on

the environmental events involved results or changes of state in the environment that the

other produced rather than on the actions that produced those results. Tomasello emphasizes

that emulation learning is a highly adaptive strategy for apes because it focuses on the effects

of an act. In laboratory experiments, chimpanzees were shown two different ways for using a

rake-like tool to obtain an out-of-reach-object. Both methods were effective, but one was

more efficient than the other. Chimpanzees consistently emulated he more efficient method.

Examples of emulation learning are well-documented among primates. Notable examples

include Japanese macaque potato washing, Chimpanzee tool use, and Chimpanzee gestural

communication. In 1953, an 18-month-old female macaque monkey was observed taking

sandy pieces of sweet potato (given to the monkeys by observers) to a stream (and later, to

the ocean) to wash off the sand. After three months, the same behavior was observed in her

mother and two playmates, and then the playmates mothers. Over the next two years seven

other young macaques were observed washing their potatoes, and by the end of the third year

40% of the troop had adopted the practice. Although this story is popularly represented as a

straightforward example of human-like learning, evidence suggests that it is not. Many

monkeys naturally brush sand off of food; this behavior had been observed in the macaque
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troop prior to the first observed washing. Moreover, potato washing was observed in four

other separate macaque troops, suggesting that at least four other individual monkeys had

learned to wash off sand on their own. Other monkey species in captivity quickly learn to

wash off their food. Finally, the spread of learning among the Japanese macaques was fairly

slow, and the rate at which new members of the troop learned did not keep pace with the

growth of the troop. If the form of learning were imitation, the rate of learning should have

been exponential. It is more likely that monkeys the washing behavior is based on the

common behavior of cleaning off food, and that monkeys that spent time by the water

independently learned to wash, rather than wipe their food. This explains both why those

monkeys that kept company with the original washer, and who thus spent a good deal of time

by the water, also figured out how to wash their potatoes. It also explains why the rate at

which this behavior spread was relatively slow.

Chimpanzees exhibit a variety of population-specific tool use: termite-fishing, ant-fishing,

ant-dipping, nut-cracking, and leaf-sponging. Gombe chimpanzees fish for termites using

small, thin sticks, but chimpanzees in Western Africa use large sticks to break holes in

mounds and use their hands to scoop up termites. Some of this variation may be the result of

environmental shaping (there is more rainfall in western Africa, softening termite mounds

and making them easier to break apart, than in the Gombe reserve in eastern Africa.

Nevertheless it is clear that chimpanzees are good at emulation learning. Chimpanzee

children independently know how to roll over logs, and know how to eat insects. When

children see their mothers rolling over logs in order to eat the insects beneath, they quickly

learn to do the same. In other words, this form of learning builds on activities the children

already know. Emulation learning in this case focuses on the environmental effects involved

the results or changes of state in the environment that the other produced rather than on the

actions that produced those results.

The kind of learning characteristic of human children is Imitative learning, which means

reproducing an instrumental act understood intentionally. Human infants begin to display

some evidence of this form of learning between the ages of nine and twelve months, when

infants fix their attention not only on an object, but on the gaze of an adult which enables

them to use adults as points of reference and thus act on objects in the way adults are acting

on them.This dynamic is well-documented and has also been termed joint engagement or

joint attention. Essential to this dynamic is the infants growing capacity to recognize others as
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intentional agents: people with the power to control their spontaneous behavior and who have

goals and make active choices among behavioral means for attaining those goals.

The development of skills in joint attention by the end of a human childs first year of life

provides the basis for the development of imitative learning in the second year. In one study

14-month old children imitated an adults overly-complex method of turning on a light, even

when they could have used an easier and more natural motion to the same effect. In another

study, 16-month old children interacted with adults who alternated between a complex series

of motions that appeared intentional and a comparable set of motions that appeared

accidental; they imitated only those motions that appeared intentional. Another study of 18-

month old children revealed that children imitate actions that adults intend, yet in some way

fail, to perform. Tomasello emphasizes that this kind of imitative learning relies

fundamentally on infants tendency to identify with adults, and on their ability to distinguish

in the actions of others the underlying goal and the different means that might be used to

achieve it. He calls this kind of imitative learning cultural learning because the child is not

just learning about things from other persons, she is also learning things through them in the

sense that she must know something of the adults perspective on a situation to learn the active

use of this same intentional act. He concludes that the key feature of cultural learning is that it

occurs only when an individual understands others as intentional agents, like the self, who

have a perspective on the world that can be followed into, directed and shared

Emulation learning and imitative learning are two different adaptations that can only be

assessed in their larger environmental and evolutionary contexts. In one experiment,

chimpanzees and two-year-old children were separately presented with a rake-like-tool and

an out-of-reach object. Adult humans then demonstrated two different ways to use the tool,

one more efficient, one less efficient. Chimpanzees used the same efficient method following

both demonstrations. Most of the human children, however, imitated whichever method the

adult was demonstrating. Were chimps and humans to be compared on the basis of these

results, one might think that Chimpanzees are more intelligent. From an evolutionary

perspective they are equally intelligent, but with different kinds of intelligence adapted to

different environments. Chimpanzee learning strategies are well-suited to a relatively stable

physical environment that requires relatively little social cooperation (compared to humans).

Human learning strategies are well-suited to a complex social environment in which

understanding the intentions of others may be more important than success at a specific task.
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Tomaselloargues that this strategy has made possible the ratchet effect that enabled humans

to evolve complex social systems that have enabled humans to adapt to virtually every

physical environment on the surface of the earth.

Tomasellofurther argues that cultural learning is essential for language-acquisition. Most

children in any society, and all children in some, do not learn all words through the direct

efforts of adults. In general, for the vast majority of words in their language, children must

find a way to learn in the ongoing flow of social interaction, sometimes from speech not even

addressed to them. This finding has been confirmed by a variety of experiments in which

children learned words even when the referent was not present, multiple referents were

possible, and the adult was not directly trying to teach the word to the child.Tomasello

concludes that a linguistic symbol is nothing other than a marker for an inter subjectively

shared understanding of a situation.

Tomasellos1999 review of the research contrasting human and non-human primate learning

strategies confirms biological anthropologist Ralph Holloways 1969 argument that a specific

kind of sociality linked to symbolic cognition were the keys to human evolution, and

constitute the nature of culture. According to Holloway, the key issue in the evolution of H.

sapiens, and the key to understanding culture, is how man organizes his experience. Culture

is the imposition of arbitrary form upon the environment. This fact, Holloway argued, is

primary to and explains what is distinctive about human learning strategies, tool-use, and

language. Human tool-making and language express similar, if not identical, cognitive

processes and provide important evidence for how humankind evolved.

In other words, whereas McGrew argues that anthropologists must focus on behaviors like

communication and tool-use because they have no access to the mind, Holloway argues that

human language and tool-use, including the earliest stone tools in the fossil record, are highly

suggestive of cognitive differences between humans and non-humans, and that such cognitive

differences in turn explain human evolution. For Holloway, the question is not whether other

primates communicate, learn or make tools, but that the way they do these things. Washing

potatoes in the ocean stripping branches of leaves to get termites, and other examples of

primate tool-use and learning are iconic, and there is no feedback from the environment to the

animal. Human tools, however, express an independence from natural form that manifests

symbolic thinking. In the preparation of the stick for termite-eating, the relation between
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product and raw material is iconic. In the making of a stone tool, in contrast, there is no

necessary relation between the form of the final product and the original material.

In Holloways view, our non-human ancestors, like those of modern chimpanzees and other

primates, shared motor and sensory skills, curiosity, memory, and intelligence, with perhaps

differences in degree. It is when these are integrated with the unique attributes of arbitrary

production (symbolization) and imposition that man qua cultural man appears.

What is uniquely characteristic about human societies is what required symbolic cognition,

which consequently leads to the evolution of culture: "cooperative, mixed-sex social groups,

with significant male care and provisioning of offspring, and relatively stable patterns of

reproductive exclusion." This combination is relatively rare in other species because it is

"highly susceptible to disintegration." Language and culture provide the glue that holds it

together.

Chimpanzees also, on occasion, hunt meat. In most cases however males consume the meat

immediately, and only on occasion share with females who happen to be nearby. Among

chimpanzees, hunting for meat increases when other sources of food become scarce, but

under these conditions, sharing descreases.The first forms of symbolic thinking made stone-

tools possible which made hunting for meat a more dependable source of food for our non-

human ancestors, while also making possible forms of social communication that make

sharing between males and females but also among males, decreasing sexual competition:

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Education And American Society

Teachers In American Society

Local And State Involvement In American Education
Topic : Education And American Society

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to learn:

 Online Information about Education.

 What Does the Public Think About Its Schools?

 Education and Power.
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Definition/Overview:

Overview: Education in the United States is provided mainly by government, with control

and funding coming from three levels: federal, state, and local. School attendance is

mandatory and nearly universal at the primary and secondary levels (often known inside the

United States as the elementary and high school levels).

Key Points:

1. Education in the United States

Education in the United Statesis provided mainly by government, with control and funding

coming from three levels: federal, state, and local. School attendance is mandatory and nearly

universal at the primary and secondary levels (often known inside the United Statesas the

elementary and high school levels). At these levels, school curricula, funding, teaching, and

other policies are set through locally elected school boards with jurisdiction over school

districts. School districts are usually separate from other local jurisdictions, with independent

officials and budgets. Educational standards and standardized testing decisions are usually

made by state governments.

The ages for compulsory education vary by state, beginning at age five to eight and ending at

the ages of fourteen to eighteen. A growing number of states are now requiring school

attendance until the age of 18.

Compulsory education requirements can generally be satisfied by attending public schools,

state-certified private schools, or an approved home school program. In most public and

private schools, education is divided into three levels: elementary school, junior high school

(also often called middle school), and senior high school. In almost all schools at these levels,

children are divided by age groups into grades, ranging from kindergarten (followed by first

grade) for the youngest children in elementary school, up to twelfth grade, which is the final

year of high school. The exact age range of students in these grade levels varies slightly from

area to area.

In the year 2000, there were 76.6 million students enrolled in schools from kindergarten

through graduate schools. Of these, 72 percent aged 12 to 17 were judged academically "on

track" for their age (enrolled in school at or above grade level). Of those enrolled in
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compulsory education, 5.2 million (10.4 percent) were attending private schools. Among the

country's adult population, over 85 percent have completed high school and 27 percent have

received a bachelor's degree or higher. The average salary for college or university graduates

is greater than $51,000, exceeding the national average of those without a high school

diploma by more than $23,000, according to a 2005 study by the U.S. Census Bureau. While

the United Statespresently leads the world with over 5,000 Montessori schools, the People's

Republic of China(PRC) has expressed ambitions to replace much of their school system with

the Montessori method's pedagogy. As part of a trial run towards achieving this objective, the

PRC Minister of Education called for 1,000 teachers to receive certification from the

Association Montessori Internationale in 2007. The U.S. Department of Education has no

formal plans to compete against China on similar initiatives at this time.

The country has a reading literacy rate at 98% of the population over age 15, while ranking

below average in science and mathematics understanding compared to other developed

countries. In 2008, there was a 77% graduation rate from high school, below most developed

countries.

The poor performance has pushed public and private efforts such as the No Child Left

BehindAct. In addition, the ratio of college-educated adults entering the workforce to general

population (33%) is slightly below the mean of other developed countries (35%) and rate of

participation of the labor force in continuing education is high. A 2000s study by Jon Miller

of Michigan StateUniversity concluded that "A slightly higher proportion of American adults

qualify as scientifically literate than European or Japanese adults".

1.1 Public and private schools

Unlike most other industrialized countries, the United States does not have a

centralized educational system on the national scale. Thus, K-12 students in most

areas have a choice between free tax-funded public schools, or privately-funded

private schools.

Public school systems are supported by a combination of local, state, and federal

government funding. Because a large portion of school revenues come from local

property taxes, public schools vary widely in the resources they have available per

student. Class size also varies significantly from one district to another. Generally,
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schools in more affluent areas are more highly regarded; it is this fact that is often

blamed for what some perceive as lack of social mobility in the U.S. Curriculum

decisions in public schools are made largely at the local and state levels; the federal

government has limited influence. In most districts, a locally elected school board

runs schools. The school board appoints an official called the superintendent of

schools to manage the schools in the district. The largest public school system in the

United States is in New York City, where more than one million students are taught in

1,200 separate public schools. Because of its immense size - there are more students

in the system than residents in eight US states - the New York City public school

system is nationally influential in determining standards and materials, such as

textbooks.

All public school systems are required to provide an education free of charge to

everyone of school age in their districts. Admission to individual public schools is

usually based on residency. To compensate for differences in school quality based on

geography, school systems serving large cities and portions of large cities often have

"magnet schools" that provide enrollment to a specified number of non-resident

students in addition to serving all resident students. This special enrollment is usually

decided by lottery with equal numbers of males and females chosen. Some magnet

schools cater to gifted students or to students with special interests, such as the

sciences or performing arts. Admission to some of these schools is highly competitive

and based on an application process.

Private schools in the United Statesinclude parochial schools (affiliated with religious

denominations), non-profit independent schools, and for-profit private schools.

Private schools charge varying rates depending on geographic location, the school's

expenses, and the availability of funding from sources, other than tuition. For

example, some churches partially subsidize private schools for their members. Some

people have argued that when their child attends a private school, they should be able

to take the funds that the public school no longer needs and apply that money towards

private school tuition in the form of vouchers; this is the basis of the school choice

movement.

Private schools have various missions: most of them take sports very seriously and

recruit athletes heavily, some cater to college-bound students seeking a competitive
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edge in the college admissions process; others are for gifted students, students with

learning disabilities or other special needs, or students with specific religious

affiliations. Some cater to families seeking a small school, with a nurturing,

supportive environment. Unlike public school systems, private schools have no legal

obligation to accept any interested student. Admission to some private schools is

highly selective. Private schools also have the ability to permanently expel

persistently unruly students, a disciplinary option not always legally available to

public school systems. Private schools offer the advantages of smaller classes, under

twenty students in a typical elementary classroom, for example; a higher

teacher/student ratio across the school day, greater individualized attention and in the

more competitive schools, expert college placement services. Unless specifically

designed to do so, private schools usually cannot offer the services required by

students with serious or multiple learning, emotional, or behavioral issues. Although

reputed to pay lower salaries than public school systems, private schools often attract

teachers by offering high-quality professional development opportunities, including

tuition grants for advanced degrees. According to elite private schools themselves,

this investment in faculty development helps maintain the high quality program that

they offer. Some examples of successful private schools are DeerfieldAcademy,

Phillips Academy Andover and St. Paul's School.

1.2 Curriculum issues

Curricula in the United Statesvary widely from district to district. Not only do schools

offer a range of topics and quality, but private schools may include religious classes

as mandatory for attendance (raising the question of government funding vouchers;

see below). This has produced camps of argument over the standardization of

curricula and to what degree. Some feel that schools should be nationalized and

curricula changed to a national standard. These same groups often are advocates of

standardized testing, which is mandated by the No Child Left Behind Act. Aside from

who controls curricula, groups argue over the teaching of the English language,

evolution, and sex education.

A large issue facing curricula today is the use of the English language in teaching.

English is spoken by over 95% of the nation, and there is a strong national tradition of

upholding English as the de facto official language. Some 9.7 million children aged 5
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to 17 primarily speak a language other than English at home. Of those, about 1.3

million children speak English "not well" or "not at all." While a few, mostly

Hispanic, groups want bilingual education, the majority of school districts are

attempting to use English as a Second Language (ESL) course to teach Spanish-

speaking students English. In addition, many feel there are threats to the "integrity" of

the language itself. For example, there has been discussion about whether to classify

as a "second language" the dialect called African American Vernacular English

(known colloquially as Ebonics, a portmanteau of "ebony" and "phonics"). While it is

not taught in any American schools, debate continues over its place in education.

In 1999 the School Board of the state of Kansascaused controversy when it decided to

eliminate testing of evolution in its state assessment tests. This caused outrage among

scientists and average citizens alike, and intense media coverage and the national

spotlight persuaded the board to eventually overturn the decision. As of 2005, such

controversies have not abated. Not surprisingly, scientists stress the importance of

evolution in the curriculum and most do not support the teaching of intelligent design

or creationism in public school biology courses, as they are not scientifically testable

or supported by scientific evidence. Many fundamentalist religious and "family

values" groups, on the other hand, claim that evolution is simply a religion, and as

such creationist ideas should therefore be taught alongside it as an "alternative

viewpoint". While a majority of United States citizens approve of teaching evolution,

many also support teaching intelligent design and/or creationism in public schools.

However, support for evolution was also found to be greater among the better

educated.

Today, sex education ("sex ed") in the United States is highly controversial. Many

schools attempt to avoid the study as much as possible, confining it to a unit in health

classes. There are few specifically sex education classes in existence. Also, because

President Bush has called for abstinence-only sex education and has the power to

withhold funding, many schools are backing away from instructing students in the use

of birth control or contraceptives.

However, according to a 2004 survey, a majority of the 1001 parent groups polled

wants complete sex education in the schools. The American people are heavily

divided over the issue. Many agreed with the statement "Sex education in school
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makes it easier for me to talk to my child about sexual issues," while a proportion

disagreed with the statement that their children were being exposed to "subjects I

don't think my child should be discussing." Also, only 10 percent believed that their

children's sexual education class forced them to discuss sexual issues "too early." On

the other hand, 49 percent of the respondents (the largest group) were only "somewhat

confident" that the values taught in their children's sex ed classes were similar to those

taught at home, and 23 percent were less confident still. (The margin of error was plus

or minus 4.7 percent.)

There is constant debate over which subjects should receive the most focus, with

astronomy and geography among those cited as not being taught enough in schools.

1.3 Funding for K-12 schools

According to a 2005 report from the OECD, the United States is tied for first place

with Switzerland when it comes to annual spending per student on its public schools,

with each of those two countries spending more than $11,000 (in U.S. currency).

Despite this high level of funding, according to the OECD, U.S.public schools lag

behind the schools of other developed countries in the areas of reading, math, and

science.

According to a 2007 article in The Washington Post, the WashingtonD.C. public

school district spends $12,979 per student per year. This is the third highest level of

funding per student out of the 100 biggest school districts in the U.S. Despite this high

level of funding, the school district has produced outcomes that are lower than the

national average. In reading and math, the district's students score the lowest among

11 major school districts - even when poor children are compared only with other

poor children. 33% of poor fourth graders in the U.S. lack basic skills in math, but in

Washington D.C., it's 62%. In 2004, the U.S. Congress set up a voucher program for

low income minority students in Washington D.C.to attend private schools. Even

though the vouchers were only $7,500 per student per year, the parents said their

children were receicinga much better education from the private schools. In 2007,

Washington D.C.non-voting delegate Eleanor Holmes Norton said she wanted the

voucher program to be eliminated, and that the public schools needed more money.
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According to a 2006 study by the Goldwater Institute, Arizona's public schools spend

50% more per student than Arizona's private schools. The study also says that while

teachers constitute 72% of the employees at private schools, they make up less than

half of the staff at public schools. According to the study, if Arizona's public schools

wanted to be like private schools, they would have to hire approximately 25,000 more

teachers, and eliminate 21,210 administration employees.

During the 2006-2007 school year, a private school in Chicago which was founded by

MarvaCollins to teach low income minority students charged $5,500 for tuition, and

parents said that the school did a much better job than the Chicago public school

system. Meanwhile, during the 2007-2008 year, Chicago public school officials

claimed that their budget of $11,300 per student was not enough.

In 1985 in Kansas City, Missouri, a judge ordered the school district to raise taxes and

spend more money on public education. Spending was increased so much, that the

school district was spending more money per student than any of the country's other

280 largest school districts. Although this very high level of spending continued for

more than a decade, there was no improvement in the school district's academic

performance. According to a 1999 article by William J. Bennett, former U.S.

Secretary of Education, increased levels of spending on public education have not

made the schools better. Among many other things, the article cites the following

statisitcs:

o Between 1960 and 1995, U.S. public school spending per student, adjusted for inflation,

increased by 212%.

o In 1994, less than half of all U.S. public school employees were teachers.

o Out of 21 industrialized countries, U.S. 12th graders ranked 19th in math, 16th in science,

and last in advanced physics.

However, despite these and other persistent attacks on the public school system, other

commentators have suggested that it is in fact exhibiting positive signs of success.

SAT scores have risen consistently over the past decades, despite the fact that the pool

of students taking the test has increased from an academic elite to a much more

representative sampling of the population. Commentators have suggested that this

increase in scores, coming as it does at a time when more students have started to take
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the test and the public schooling system has faced ever-increasing challenge, suggests

that the US educational system is much more effective than is commonly believed,

and that the negative cast common in public perception is due to negative propaganda

disseminated by elements with a personal interest in discrediting or weakening public

education.

Funding for schools in the United Statesis complex. One current controversy stems

much from the No Child Left Behind Act. The Act gives the Department of Education

the right to withhold funding if it believes a school, district, or even a state is not

complying and is making no effort to comply. However, federal funding accounts for

little of the overall funding schools receive. The vast majority comes from the state

government and in some cases from local property taxes. Various groups, many of

whom are teachers, constantly push for more funding. They point to many different

situations, such as the fact that in many schools funding for classroom supplies is so

inadequate that teachers, especially those at the elementary level, must supplement

their supplies with purchases of their own.

Property taxes as a primary source of funding for public education have become

highly controversial, for a number of reasons. First, if a state's population and land

values escalate rapidly, many longtime residents may find themselves paying property

taxes much higher than anticipated. In response to this phenomenon, California's

citizens passed Proposition 13 in 1978, which severely restricted the ability of the

Legislature to expand the state's educational system to keep up with growth. Some

states, such as Michigan, have investigated or implemented alternate schemes for

funding education that may sidestep the problems of funding based mainly on

property taxes by providing funding based on sales or income tax. These schemes also

have failings, negatively impacting funding in a slow economy.

Another issue is that many parents of private school and homeschooled children have

taken issue with the idea of paying for an education their children are not receiving.

However, tax proponents point out that every person pays property taxes for public

education, not just parents of school-age children. Indeed, without it schools would

not have enough money to remain open. Still, parents of students who go to private

schools want to use this money instead to fund their children's private education. This

is the foundation of the school voucher movement. School voucher programs were
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proposed by free-market advocates seeking competition in education, led by

economist Milton Friedman.

One of the biggest debates in funding public schools is funding by local taxes or state

taxes. The federal government supplies around 8.5% of the public school system

funds, according to a 2005 report by the NationalCenter for Education Statistics. The

remaining split between state and local governments averages 48.7 percent from states

and 42.8 percent from local sources. However, the division varies widely. In

Hawaiilocal funds make up only 1.7 percent, while state sources account for nearly

90.1 percent.

1.4 The status ladder

American college and university faculty, staff, alumni, students, and applicants

monitor rankings produced by magazines such as U.S. News and World Report,

Academic Ranking of World Universities, test preparation services such as The

Princeton Review or another university itself such as the Top American Research

Universities by the University of Florida's TheCenter. These rankings are based on

factors like brand recognition, selectivity in admissions, generosity of alumni donors,

and volume of faculty research. Fifty-five USuniversities are listed in the top 200 in

the world in the THES - QS World University Rankings. A small percentage of

students who apply to these schools gain admission.

Many Americans would also recognize the "top tier" to include the so-called "Little

Ivies"; a handful of liberal arts colleges known for their high-quality instruction and

academic rigor.

Certain public universities (sometimes referred to as "Public Ivies") are also

recognized for their outstanding record in scholarship. Some of these institutions

currently place among the elite in certain measurements of graduate education and

research, especially among engineering and medical schools.

Each state in the United Statesmaintains its own public university system, which is

always non-profit. The State University of New York and the CaliforniaState

Universityare the largest public higher education systems in the United States; SUNY
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is the largest system that includes community colleges, while CSU is the largest

without. Most areas also have private institutions which may be for-profit or non-

profit. Unlike many other nations, there are no public universities at the national level

outside of the military service academies.

Prospective students applying to attend one of the five military academies require,

with limited exceptions, nomination by a member of Congress. Like acceptance to

"top tier" universities, competition for these limited nominations is intense and must

be accompanied by superior scholastic achievement and evidence of "leadership

potential."

Aside from these aforementioned schools, academic reputations vary widely among

the 'middle-tier' of American schools, (and even among academic departments within

each of these schools.) Most public and private institutions fall into this 'middle'

range. Some institutions feature honors colleges or other rigorous programs that

challenge academically exceptional students, who might otherwise attend a 'top-tier'

college. Aware of the status attached to the perception of the college that they attend,

students often apply to a range of schools. Some apply to a relatively prestigious

school with a low acceptance rate, gambling on the chance of acceptance, and also

apply to a "safety school," to which they will (almost) certainly gain admission.

Lower status institutions include community colleges. These are primarily two-year

public institutions, which individual states usually require to accept all local residents

who seek admission, and offer associate's degrees or vocational certificate programs.

Many community colleges have relationships with four-year state universities and

colleges or even private universities which enable their students to transfer relatively

smoothly to these universities for a four-year degree after completing a two-year

program at the community college.

Topic : Teachers In American Society

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to learn:

 Teaching in America: An Overview.
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 Teachers as Professionals.

 National Board Certification for Teaching.

 National Education Association Code of Ethics of the Education Profession

Definition/Overview:

Overview: Teaching is the art or science of being a teacher. The term generally refers to

strategies of instruction, or a style of instruction. Teaching is also sometimes referred to as

the correct use of teaching strategies. For example, Paulo Freire referred to his method of

teaching adults as "critical Teaching". In correlation with those teaching strategies the

instructor's own philosophical beliefs of teaching are harbored and governed by the pupil's

background knowledge and experiences, personal situations, and environment, as well as

learning goals set by the student and teacher. One example would be the Socratic schools of

thought.

Key Points:

1. Reward & Challenges in Teaching

Teaching consists of the first years of formal, structured teaching. In general, primary

teaching consists of six or seven years of schooling starting at the age of 5 or 6, although this

varies between, and sometimes within, countries. Globally, around 70% of primary-age

children are enrolled in primary teaching, and this proportion is rising. Under the Teaching

for All programs driven by UNESCO, most countries have committed to achieving universal

enrollment in primary teaching by 2015, and in many countries, it is compulsory for children

to receive primary teaching. The division between primary and secondary teaching is

somewhat arbitrary, but it generally occurs at about eleven or twelve years of age. Some

teaching systems have separate middle schools, with the transition to the final stage of

secondary teaching taking place at around the age of fourteen. Schools that provide primary

teaching, are mostly referred to as primary schools. Primary schools in these countries are

often subdivided into infant schools and junior schools.

1.1. Complexities of Classrooms

A classroom is a room in which teaching or learning activities can take place.

Classrooms are found in educational institutions of all kinds, including public and
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private schools, corporations, and religious and humanitarian organizations. The

classroom attempts to provide a safe space where learning can take place

uninterrupted by other distractions While the classroom is clearly the dominant setting

for learning, the flexibility of classroom instruction is often called into question.

Instead of isolating learners in a classroom, many teachers are experimenting with

integrating learning into a student's daily life. New learning technologies and mobile

devices make it possible for learning to take place at any time, at any place, and

(perhaps most importantly) at any pace that the learner desires. According to the

American Society for Training and Development, more than 40% of corporate

training now takes place online and not in a classroom.

2. The Teaching Profession

Teaching may be carried out informally, within the family or the wider community. Formal

teaching may be carried out by paid professionals. Such professionals enjoy a status in some

societies on a par with physicians, lawyers, engineers, and accountants (Chartered or CPA).

Many people look down upon teachers, saying that they are lazy, drop-outs who couldn't get

another job.

A teacher's professional duties may extend beyond formal teaching. Outside of the classroom

teachers may accompany students on field trips, supervise study halls, help with the

organization of school functions, and serve as supervisors for extracurricular activities. In

some education systems, teachers may have responsibility for student discipline.

Around the world teachers are often required to obtain specialized education and professional

licensure. The teaching profession is regarded for having a body of specialisedprofessional

knowledge, codes of ethics and internal monitoring.

2.1. Are Teachers Professionals?

There are a variety of bodies designed to instill, preserve and update the knowledge

and professional standing of teachers. Around the world many governments operate

teacher's colleges, which are generally established to serve and protect the public

interest through certifying, governing and enforcing the standards of practice for the

teaching profession. The functions of the teacher's colleges may include setting out
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clear standards of practice, providing for the ongoing education of teachers,

investigating complaints involving members, conducting hearings into allegations of

professional misconduct and taking appropriate disciplinary action and accrediting

teacher education programs. In many situations teachers in publicly funded schools

must be members in good standing with the college, and private schools may also

require their teachers to be college members. In other areas these roles may belong to

the State Board of Education, the Superintendent of Public Instruction, the State

Education Agency or other governmental bodies. In still other areas Teaching Unions

may be responsible for some or all of these duties.

2.2. Putting Teacher Professionalism into Perspective

In education, teachers facilitate student learning, often in a school or academy or

perhaps in another environment such as outdoors. A teacher who teaches on an

individual basis may be described as a tutor. The objective is typically accomplished

through either an informal or formal approach to learning, including a course of study

and lesson plan that teaches skills, knowledge and/or thinking skills. Different ways to

teach are often referred to as pedagogy. When deciding what teaching method to use

teachers consider students' background knowledge, environment, and their learning

goals as well as standardized curricula as determined by the relevant authority. Many

times, teachers assist in learning outside of the classroom by accompanying students

on field trips. The increasing use of technology, specifically the rise of the internet

over the past decade has begun to shape the way teachers approach their role in the

classroom.

3. Diversity: The Changing Face of U. S. Classrooms

The objective is typically a course of study, lesson plan, or a practical skill. A teacher may

follow standardized curricula as determined by the relevant authority. The teacher may

interact with students of different ages, from infants to adults, students with different abilities

and students with learning disabilities. Teaching using pedogogy also involves assessing the

educational levels of the students on particular skills. Understanding the pedogogyof the

students in a classroom involves using differentiated supervision to meet the needs of all

students in the classroom. Pedogogycan be thought of in two manners. First, teaching itself

can be taught in many different ways, hence, using a pedogogy of teaching styles. Second,
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the pedogogy of the learners comes into play when a teacher assesses the pedogogicdiversity

of his/her students and differentiates for the individual students accordingly. Perhaps the most

significant difference between primary and secondary teaching in the UKis the relationship

between teachers and children. In primary schools each class has a teacher who stays with

them for most of the week and will teach them the whole curriculum. In secondary schools

they will be taught by different subject specialists each session during the week and may have

10 or more different teachers. The relationship between children and their teachers tends to

be closer in the primary school where they act as form tutor, specialist teacher and surrogate

parent during the course of the day.

This is true throughout most of theUnited Statesas well. However, alternative approaches for

primary education do exist. One of these, sometimes referred to as a "platoon" system,

involves placing a group of students together in one class that moves from one specialist to

another for every subject. The advantage here is that students learn from teachers who

specialize in one subject and who tend to be more knowledgeable in that one area than a

teacher who teaches many subjects. Students still derive a strong sense of security by staying

with the same group of peers for all classes. Co-teaching has also become a new trend

amongst educational institutions. Co-teaching is defined as two or more teachers working

harmoniously to fulfill the needs of every student in the classroom. Co-teaching focuses the

student on learning by providing a social networking support that allows them to reach their

full cognitive potential. Co-teachers work in sync with one another to create a climate of

learning.

4. The Modern Reform Movement in Education

Education reform is a plan or movement which attempts to bring about a systematic change

in educational theory or practice across a community or society. Though educational reform

undoubtedly occurred on a local level at various points throughout history, the modern notion

of education reform is tied with the spread of Compulsory education - education reforms did

not become widespread until after organized schooling was sufficiently systematized to be

'reformed.'

Education reforms in modern times arose first against neo-classical education, known in

America as "humanistic" education, which resembled in many respects classical education.

Motives for parting with classical methods were diverse, and included economic factors,
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differences in the aims of educationnormalizing immigrants and the poor as opposed to

training the upper and middle classes, and differences in educational philosophy.

Education reform has been pursued for a variety of specific reasons, but generally most

reforms aim at redressing some societal ills, such as poverty-, gender-, or class-based

inequities, or perceived ineffectiveness. Reforms are usually proposed by thinkers who aim to

redress societal ills or institute societal changes, most often through a change in the education

of the members of a class of peoplethe preparation of a ruling class to rule or a working class

to work, the social hygiene of a lower or immigrant class, the preparation of citizens in a

democracy or republic, etc. The idea that all children should be provided with a high level of

education is a relatively recent idea, and has arisen largely in the context of Western

democracy in the 20th century.

4.1. INTASC: Standards in Teacher Education

The "beliefs" of school districts are optimistic that quite literally "all students will

succeed", which in the context of high school graduation exams, all students in all

groups, regardessof heritage or income will pass tests that in the introduction typically

fall beyond the ability of all but the top 20 to 30 percent of students. The claims

clearly renounce historical research that shows that all ethnic and income groups score

differently on all standardized tests and standards based assessments and that students

will achieve on a bell curve. Instead, education officials across the world believe that

by setting clear, achievable, higher standards, aligning the curriculum, and assessing

outcomes, learning can be increased for all students, and more students can succeed

than the 50 percent who are defined to be above or below grade level by norm

referenced standards.

States have tried to use state schools to increase state power, especially to make better

soldiers and workers. This strategy was first adopted to unify related linguistic groups

in Europe, such as Germanyand Italy. Exact mechanisms are unclear, but it often fails

in areas where populations are culturally segregated, as when the U.S. Indian school

service failed to suppress Lakota and Navaho, or when a culture has widely respected

autonomous cultural institutions, as when the Spanish failed to suppress Catalan.
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Many students of democracy have desired to improve education in order to improve

the quality of governance in democratic societies; the necessity of good public

education follows logically if one believes that the quality of democratic governance

depends on the ability of citizens to make informed, intelligent choices, and that

education can improve these abilities.

Politically-motivated educational reforms of the democratic type are recorded as far

back as Plato in The Republic. In the United States of America, this lineage of

democratic education reform was continued by Thomas Jefferson, who advocated

ambitious reforms partly along Platonic lines for public schooling in Virginia.

Another motivation for reform is the desire to address socio-economic problems,

which many people see as having significant roots in lack of education. Starting in the

twentieth century, people have attempted to argue that small improvements in

education can have large returns in such areas as health, wealth and well-being. For

example, in Kerala, India in the 1950s, increases in women's health were correlated

with increases in female literacy rates. In Iran, increased primary education was

correlated with increased farming efficiencies and income. In both cases some

researchers have concluded these correlations as representing an underlying causal

relationship: education causes socio-economic benefits. In the case of Iran,

researchers concluded that the improvements were due to farmers gaining reliable

access to national crop prices and scientific farming information.

Topic : Local And State Involvement In American Education

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to learn:

 Local and State Involvement in American Education

 Elementary schooling

 Secondary schooling

 Higher education
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Definition/Overview:

Overview: Education in the United Statesis provided mainly by government, with control

and funding coming from three levels: federal, state, and local. School attendance is

mandatory and nearly universal at the primary and secondary levels (often known inside the

United Statesas the elementary and high school levels). At these levels, school curricula,

funding, teaching, and other policies are set through locally elected school boards with

jurisdiction over school districts. School districts are usually separate from other local

jurisdictions, with independent officials and budgets. Educational standards and standardized

testing decisions are usually made by state governments.

Key Points:

1. Local and State Involvement in American Education

There are no mandatory public prekindergarten or crche programs in the United States. The

federal government funds the Head Start preschool program for children of low-income

families, but most families are on their own with regard to finding a preschool or childcare.

In the large cities, there are sometimes upper-class preschools catering to the children of the

wealthy. Because some upper-class families see these schools as the first step toward the Ivy

League, there are even counselors who specialize in assisting parents and their toddlers

through the preschool admissions process.

1.1 Elementary and secondary education

Schooling is compulsory for all children in the United States, but the age range for

which school attendance is required varies from state to state. Most children begin

elementary education with kindergarten (usually five to six years old) and finish

secondary education with twelfth grade (usually eighteen years old). In some cases,

pupils may be promoted beyond the next regular grade. Some states allow students to

leave school between 14-17 with parental permission, before finishing high school;

other states require students to stay in school until age 18.

Most parents send their children to either a public or private institution. According to

government data, one-tenth of students are enrolled in private schools. Approximately
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85% of students enter the public schools, largely because they are "free" (tax burdens

by school districts vary from area to area). Most students attend school for around six

hours per day, and usually anywhere from 175 to 185 days per year. Most schools

have a summer break period for about two and half months from June through

August. This break is much longer than in many other nations. Originally, "summer

vacation," as it is colloquially called, allowed students to participate in the harvest

period during the summer. However, this is now relatively unnecessary and remains

largely by tradition; it also has immense popular support. The other option available

and being taken up by some schools is Year-round school.

Parents may also choose to educate their own children at home; 1.7% of children are

educated in this manner.

1.2 Elementary school

Elementary school is a school of kindergarten through fifth grade (sometimes, the first

eight grades or up to fourth grade or sixth grade), where basic subjects are taught.

Elementary school provides and often remain in one or two classrooms throughout the

school day, with the exceptions of physical education ("P.E." or "gym"),

library,music, and art classes. There are (as of 2001) about 3.6 million children in

each grade in the United States.

Typically, the curriculum within public elementary education is determined by

individual school districts. The school district selects curriculum guides and textbooks

that are reflective of a state's learning standards and benchmarks for a given grade

level. Learning Standards are the goals by which states and school districts must meet

adequate yearly progress (AYP) as mandated by No Child Left Behind. This

description of school governance is simplistic at best, however, and school systems

vary widely not only in the way curricular decisions are made but also in how

teaching and learning take place. Some states and/or school districts impose more top-

down mandates than others. In many schools, teachers play a significant role in

curriculum design and there are few top-down mandates. Curricular decisions within

private schools are made differently than in public schools and in most cases without

consideration for NCLB.
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Public Elementary Schoolteachers typically instruct between twenty and thirty

students of diverse learning needs. A typical classroom will include children with

identified special needs as listed in Individuals with Disabilities Act IDEA to those

that are cognitively, athletically or artistically gifted. At times an individual school

district identifies areas of need within the curriculum. Teachers and advisory

administrators form committees to develop supplemental materials to support learning

for diverse learners and identify enrichment for textbooks. Many school districts post

information about the curriculum and supplemental materials on websites for public

access. Teachers receive a book to give to the students for each subject and brief

overviews of what they are expected to teach. In general, a student learns basic

arithmetic and sometimes rudimentary algebra in mathematics, English proficiency

(such as basic grammar, spelling, and vocabulary), and fundamentals of other

subjects. Learning standards are identified for all areas of curriculum by individual

States, including those for math, social studies, science, physical development, the

fine arts as well as reading. While the concept of State Learning standards has been

around for some time, No Child Left Behind has mandated standards exist at the State

level.

Elementary School teachers are trained with emphases on human cognitive and

psychological development and the principles of curriculum development and

instruction earning either a Bachelors or Masters Degree in Early Childhood and

Elementary Education. The teaching of social studies and science are often

underdeveloped in some elementary school programs and some attribute this to the

fact that elementary school teachers are trained as generalists. However, teachers

attribute this to the priority placed on developing reading, writing and math

proficiency in the elementary grades and the amount of time needed to do so.

Reading, writing and math proficiency greatly affect performance in social studies,

science and other content areas. Certification standards for teachers are determined by

individual States, with individual colleges and universities determining the rigor of

the college education provided for future teachers. Some states require content area

tests as well as instructional skills tests to be certified as a teacher within that state.

Social studies may include key events, documents, understandings, and concepts in

American history and geography, and in some programs, state or local history and

geography; science varies widely. Most States have predetermined the number of
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minutes that will be taught within a given content area. As No Child Left Behind

focuses on reading and math as primary targets for improvement, other instructional

areas have received less attention. There is much discussion within educational circles

about the justification and impact of singularly focusing on reading and math as tested

areas for improvement.

1.3 Junior and senior high school

Junior high school is any school intermediate between elementary school and senior

high school. It usually includes seventh and eighth grade, and sometimes sixth or

ninth grade. In some locations, junior high school includes ninth grade only, allowing

students to adjust to a high school environment. Middle school is often used instead of

junior high school when demographic factors increase the number of younger

students. At this time, students are given more independence as choosing their own

classes. Usually, starting in ninth grade, grades become part of a students official

transcript. Future employers or colleges may want to see steady improvement in

grades and a good attendance record on the official transcript. Therefore, students are

encouraged to take much more responsibility for their education.

Senior high school is a school attended after junior high school. High school is often

used instead of senior high school and distinguished from junior high school.

2. Standardized testing

Under the No Child Left Behind Act, all American states must test students in public schools

statewide to ensure that they are achieving the desired level of minimum education, such as

on the Regents Examinations in New York, or the Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test

(FCAT), and the Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System (MCAS); students being

educated at home or in private schools are not included. The Act also requires that students

and schools show "adequate yearly progress." This means they must show some

improvement each year.

Although these tests may have revealed the results of student learning, they may have little

value to help strengthen the students' academic weakness. For example, in most states, the

results of the testing would not be known until six months later. At that time, the students
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may have been promoted to the next grade or might be entering a new school. The students

are not given a chance to review the questions and their own answers but their percentile of

the test results are compared with their own peers. To address this situation many school

districts have implemented MAP. Measures of Academic Progress (MAP) tests are state-

aligned computerized adaptive assessments that measure the instructional level of each

student's growth over time.

This research based testing allows elementary school teachers to have ongoing access to

student progress. Teachers using this system can identify strengths and weaknesses of

individual students and remediate where necessary. When a student fails to make adequate

yearly progress, No Child Left Behind mandates that remediation through summer school

and/or tutoring be made available to a student in need of extra help.

During high school, students (usually in 11th grade) may take one or more standardized tests

depending on their postsecondary education preferences and their local graduation

requirements. In theory, these tests evaluate the overall level of knowledge and learning

aptitude of the students. The SAT and ACT are the most common standardized tests that

students take when applying to college. A student may take the SAT, ACT, or both

depending upon the post-secondary institutions the student plans to apply to for admission.

Most competitive schools also require two or three SAT Subject Tests, (formerly known as

SAT IIs), which are shorter exams that focus strictly on a particular subject matter. However,

all these tests serve little to no purpose for students who do not move on to post-secondary

education, so they can usually be skipped without affecting one's ability to graduate.

3. Education of students with special needs

In the United States, education for students with special needs is structured to adhere as

closely as possible to the same experience received by typically developing peers. This

concept was developed with the passing of IDEA (see below). This law directed states to

develop opportunities for children with special needs to be educated within the public

education system.

Students with special needs must have the opportunity to be with typically developing peers

in the mainstream school. For example: recess, cafeteria, assemblies, hallways, regular

classes, etc. This process is known as mainstreaming. Special education (educational
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programs required to assist special needs students) must be provided for these students in

order for mainstreaming to be possible. Students with special needs attend special schools

only if their need for very specialized services makes mainstreaming impossible. The level of

mainstreaming that is provided varies greatly within different school districts. For example,

larger school districts are often able to provide more adequate and quality care for those with

special needs rather than smaller school districts.

Students with special needs are required to attend the same amount of time as typically

developing peers. Students receiving special education services are entitled by law to an

annual review of yearly progress as well as an evaluation every three years to determine the

needs for continued services. Parents who have specific desires for their child's education

must act as advocates to assure their child's best interests are being met.

In order to more clearly identify special needs students, the federal government defined

thirteen categories of special needs. These included autism, deaf-blindness, deafness, hearing

impairment, mental retardation, multiple disabilities, orthopedic impairment, other health

impairment, serious emotional disturbance, specific learning disability, speech or language

impairment, traumatic brain injury, and visual impairment. The key to overcoming special

needs in the mainstream school for students is:

 Attending sessions (i.e. resource room) during the day to supplement regular or special

classroom instruction. The goal of these programs is for students to learn compensatory

strategies and study skills to enable them to succeed in mainstream classes. These sessions

are generally for students who are fully included into the general educational environment.

 Students with similar needs are placed together in a self-contained classroom if their

education cannot be satisfactorily achieved in the general educational environment. In other

words, these classrooms are provided for students who do not benefit educationally, socially

or emotionally from a standard classroom placement. These classrooms, commonly known as

special classes, are taught by teachers with training in adapting curricula to meet the needs of

students with special needs.

3.1 Educating children with disabilities

IDEA is a federal law that requires states to ensure that all school districts provide

services to meet the individual needs of students with special needs. Students must be
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placed in the Least Restrictive Environment (LRE). This means that school districts

must meet with the parents to develop an Individualized Education Program that

determines best placement for their child. School districts that fail to provide an

appropriate placement for students with special needs can be taken to due process

wherein parents may legally and formally submit their grievances and demand

appropriate services for their child. All special needs students are entitled to a free and

appropriate public education (FAPE).

The federal government supports the standards developed in the Individuals with

Disabilities Education Improvement Act of 2004. The law mandates that schools must

accommodate students with special needs as defined by the act, and specifies methods

for funding the (sometimes large) costs of providing them with the necessary

facilities.

3.2 Criticism

At-risk students (those with educational needs that aren't associated with a disability)

are often placed in classes with students with minor disabilities. Critics assert that

placing at-risk students in the same classes as disabled students may impede the

educational progress of both the at-risk and the disabled students.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Private Education And Religion In The United States

Immigration, Education, And Multiculturalism

Childhood, Adolescence And The Family
Topic : Private Education And Religion In The United States

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to learn:

 Issues in Private Education.

 Catholic Education.

 Education and Literature: Richard Rodriguez.

 Separation of Church and State.
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Definition/Overview:

Overview: Private schools, or independent schools, are schools not administered by local,

state, or national government, which retain the right to select their student body and are

funded in whole or in part by charging their students tuition rather than with public (state)

funds. In the United Kingdomand some other Commonwealth countries the use of the term is

generally restricted to primary and secondary educational levels: it is almost never used of

universities or other tertiary institutions. Private education in North America covers the

whole gamut of educational activity. Private schools range from pre-school to tertiary level

institutions. Annual tuitions at K-12 schools range from nothing at tuition-free schools to

more than $40,000 at several boarding schools.

Key Points:

1. Issues in Private Education

In the United States, the term "private school" can be correctly applied to any school for

which the facilities and funding are not provided by the federal, state, or local government; as

opposed to a "public school", which is operated by the government or, in the case of charter

schools, independently with government funding and regulation.

The secondary level includes schools offering grades 7 through 12 and grade 13. This

category includes preparatory schools or "prep schools", boarding schools and day schools.

Tuition at private secondary schools varies from school to school and depends on many

factors, including the location of the school, the willingness of parents to pay, peer tuitions,

and the endowment. High tuition, schools claim, is used to pay higher salaries for the best

teachers, and also used to provide enriched learning environments including a low student to

teacher ratio, small class sizes and services such as libraries, science laboratories, and

computers. Some private schools are boarding schools. Some military schools are privately

owned or operated as well.

Religiously affiliated or denominational schools form a subcategory of private schools. Some

such schools teach religious lessons together with the usual academic subjects to instill their

particular faith's beliefs and traditions in the students who attend. For example, The Epstein

School in Atlanta, Georgia teachesconservative Judaism to its students. Others use the
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denomination as more of a general label to describe on what the founders based their belief,

while still maintaining a fine distinction between academics and religion. They include

parochial schools, a term which is often used to denote Catholic Christian schools. Other

religious groups represented in the K-12 private education sector include Protestants, Jews,

Muslims, and the Orthodox Catholics.

Many educational alternatives, such as independent schools, are also privately financed.

Private schools often avoid some state regulations, although in the name of educational

quality, most comply with regulations relating to the educational content of classes. Religious

private schools often simply add religious instruction to the courses provided by local public

schools.

Special assistance schools aim to improve the lives of their students by providing services

tailored to very specific needs of individual students. Such schools include tutoring schools

and schools to assist the learning of handicapped childrenAsmall minority of private schools

are prestigious non-religious institutions, but the vast majority of them are operated by

religious organizations.

Private schools are generally exempt from most educational regulations, but tend to follow

the spirit of regulations concerning the content of courses in an attempt to provide a level of

education equal to or better than that available in public schools. Additionally, many students

(particularly those at the transition between primary and secondary school) transfer to a

public school, and therefore require similar preparation to that available in public schools.

In the nineteenth century, as a response to the perceived domination of the public school

systems by Protestant political and religious ideas, many Catholic parish churches, dioceses,

and religious orders established schools, which operate entirely without governmentfunding.

For many years, the vast majority of private schools in the United Stateswere Catholic

schools. A similar perception (possibly relating to the evolution vs. creationism debates)

emerged in the late twentieth century among Protestants, which has resulted in the

widespread establishment of new, non-Catholic, private schools.

Funding for private schools is generally provided through student tuition, endowments, and

donations and grants from religious organizations or private individuals. Government funding

for religious schools is either subject to restrictions, or possibly forbidden, according to
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courts' interpretation of the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment. Non-religious

private schools theoretically could qualify for such funding, but prefer the advantages of

independent control of their student admissions and course content.

A similar concept, recently emerging from within the public school system, is the concept of

"charter schools", which are technically independent public schools, but in many respects

operate similarly to non-religious private schools.

2. Extracurricular activities

A major characteristic of American private schools is the high priority given to sports, clubs

and activities by the community, the parents, the schools and the students themselves.

Extracurricular activities are educational activities not falling within the scope of the regular

curriculum but under the supervision of the school. These activities can extend to large

amounts of time outside the normal school day; home-schooled students, however, are not

normally allowed to participate. Student participation in sports programs, drill teams, bands,

and spirit groups can amount to hours of practices and performances. Most states have

organizations which develop rules for competition between groups. These organizations are

usually forced to implement time limits on hours practiced as a prerequisite for participation.

Many schools also have non-varsity sports teams, however these are usually afforded less

resources and attention. The idea of having sports teams associated with high schools is

relatively unique to the United States in comparison with other countries.

Sports programs and their related games, especially football and/or basketball, are major

events for American students and for larger schools can be a major source of funds for school

districts. Schools may sell "spirit" shirts to wear to games; school stadiums and gymnasiums

are often filled to capacity, even for non-sporting competitions.

High school athletic competitions often generate intense interest in the community. Inner city

schools serving poor students are heavily scouted by college and even professional coaches,

with national attention given to which colleges outstanding high school students choose to

attend. State high school championship tournaments football and basketball attract high levels

of public interest.
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In addition to sports, numerous non-athletic extracurricular activities are available in

American schools, both public and private. Activities include musical groups, marching

bands, student government, school newspapers, science fairs, debate teams, and clubs focused

on an academic area (such as the Spanish Club) or cultural interests (such as Key Club)

Topic : Immigration, Education, And Multiculturalism

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to learn:

 Teaching Immigrant Students: Alice Boardman, Barre, Vermont.

 Defining Cultural Pluralism and Multiculturalism.

 Multicultural Models as a Continuum.

 Ethnicity and Multiculturalism.

Definition/Overview:

Overview: The United Statesis a diverse country racially and ethnically. White Americans

are the racial majority and are spread throughout the country; racial minorities, composing

one fourth of the population, are concentrated in coastal and metropolitan areas. The Black

American or African American population is concentrated in the South, and also spread

throughout parts of the Northeast and Midwest. Black Americans make up the largest racial

minority in the United States

Key Points:

1. United StatesEthnic Diversity

The United States is a diverse country racially and ethnically. White Americans are the racial

majority and are spread throughout the country; racial minorities, composing one fourth of

the population, are concentrated in coastal and metropolitan areas. The Black American or

African American population is concentrated in the South, and also spread throughout parts

of the Northeast and Midwest. Black Americans make up the largest racial minority in the

United States.
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White Americans make up 76% of the total population per the 2006 American Community

Survey (ACS). Of the White American population, 8% are Hispanic (comprising

approximately half of the Hispanic group's population). White Americans are the majority in

every region but attain their highest concentration in the Midwest, where they account for

84% of the population. Asian Americans are concentrated in the Western states; 47% of them

reside there, mostly in Californiaand Hawaii. Half of the American Indian population resides

in the West; there were 4.1 million in 2000, including those of partial ancestry, their highest

population ever since the U.S.was founded in 1776. The Inuit population is mainly found in

Alaska, and more than three quarters of the Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander population

is found in the West, mostly in Hawaiiand California. The population of those described as

"two or more races" resides mostly in the West and South, where a combined 69% of all

multiracial Americans reside. Americans of "Some other race" a catchall, non-standard

category almost all of whose members are reclassified as white in official documents are

nearly all Hispanic or Latino in ancestral or national origin, and 44% lived in the West in

2006.

Hispanic and Latino Americans form a racially and ethnically diverse ancestral group,

constituting the nation's largest collated ancestral minority. Hispanics and Latinos are most

concentrated in the West, where they represent 27% of the population, corresponding to 43%

of the group's population nationwide.

There is a movement to eliminate the use of racial and ethnic categories and prohibit

government collection of race-related information. One aspect of this movement is the

elimination of Affirmative Action. Results of this movement's efforts have been mixed. In

California, for example, Proposition 209 was approved by the voters in 1996 and eliminated

Affirmative Action - at least to the extent Affirmative Action amounted to a system of race-

based preferences in California; but voters just as firmly rejected Proposition 54, which

would have made Californiathe first state barred from collecting or maintaining statistics

about race and ethnicity. The category "Asian American" originally included only East and

Southeast Asian peoples. The category was broadened about 1940 to include South Asian

groups (the peoples of the Indian Subcontinent, Ceylon the Maldives, and the Nicobar

Islands). But the category does not include Southwest or West Asians (e.g., Arabs, Jews,

Kurds and Armenians), Central Asians (Turkmen, Uzbeks and Afghans), North Asians

(Kalmyks, Tatars and Kazakhs), or Northeast Asians. The category previously included
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Pacific Islander, which is now a separate category; but the term "Asian-Pacific Islander" or

"APA" is still in popular use.

The term African American is popularly associated with the historic Black population that

has lived in the United Statessince before the abolition of slavery in 1863. The Census makes

no distinction between them and post-slavery immigrants from Africa, the Caribbean, and

other places. The term African American has been limited only to those of Black sub-Saharan

descent, excluding White Africans.

Before the decision to allow multiple racial choices, the categories disregarded the multiracial

heritage of many Americans. For these and other reasons, the broad categories which have

traditionally been used to define race in America have come under much criticism.

The term Hispanic has historically been misconstrued to refer to race or physical appearance.

In general, Hispanics are assumed to have traits such as dark hair and eyes, and tan or brown

skin. Many others are viewed as physically intermediate between whites, blacks and/or

Amerindians. Even though the Census Bureau and the American Community Survey rectify

this, the Hispanic or Latino category is typically labeled an "ethnic" category even though

Hispanics and Latinos vary ethnically as well as racially. As such, Hispanics have also been

included in Affirmative Action programs regardless of race or ethnicity.

For many Americans, the subject of race is very sensitive and potentially offensive. They

claim that to categorize people by their race is divisive. This thinking is especially associated

with political correctness. Others respond that there are legitimate reasons why race is used

by state and federal governments - especially the association of certain medical conditions

with particular ethnic groups. The Census Bureau answers the question Why does the Census

Bureau need to ask about race on its questionnaires?:

Race is keyto implementing any number of federal programs and it is critical for the basic

research behind numerous policy decisions. States require race data to meet legislative

redistricting requirements. Also, they are needed to monitor compliance with the Voting

Rights Act by local jurisdictions. Federal programs rely on race data in assessing racial

disparities in housing, income, education, employment, health, and environmental risks.
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Many Americans have protested census methods of racial classification because, in the past,

to have non-white "blood" had a social stigma, until racial discrimination was outlawed in the

1960s. Conversely, today some critics decry what they perceive as preferential treatment for

racial and ethnic minorities, who these critics say unfairly receive employment programs,

student loans, college admissions and other awards by affirmative action policy. The critics

call it reverse racism, and some states lifted or changed the policies in the 1990s as the debate

over racial preferences continues.

A few critics have compared the practice of racial classification to historical uses in other

countries, particularly South Africaprior to the dismantling of Apartheid. They also recall to

the Nuremberg Laws of Nazi Germany, which classified Jews as a race of culture destroyers.

They and others (e.g., Gypsies) were subsequently subjected to the regime's genocidal

policies. The U.S. Constitution and civil rights laws prohibit racial discrimination by

government entities but not by most private sector businesses or individuals, so many

Americans worry that racism continues to have adverse socioeconomic effects on millions of

their fellow citizens.

2.Immigration issues in the US

The Congress passed the Emergency Quota Act in 1921, followed by the Immigration Act of

1924. The Immigration Act of 1924 was aimed at further restricting the Southern and Eastern

Europeans, especially Jews, Italians and Slavs, who had begun to enter the country in large

numbers beginning in the 1890s. Most of the European refugees (principally Jews) fleeing the

Nazis and World War II were barred from coming to the United States.

In the United States especially, multiculturalism became associated with political correctness

and with the rise of ethnic identity politics. In the 1980s and 1990s many criticisms were

expressed, from both the left and right. Criticisms come from a wide variety of perspectives,

but predominantly from the perspective of liberal individualism, from American

conservatives concerned about values, and from a national unity perspective.

The liberal-feminist critique is related to the liberal and libertarian critique, since it is

concerned with what happens inside the cultural groups. In her 1999 essay, later expanded

into an anthology, "Is Multiculturalism Bad for Women?" the feminist and political theorist

Susan Okin argues that a concern for the preservation of cultural diversity should not
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overshadow the discriminatory nature of gender roles in many traditional minority cultures,

that, at the very least, "culture" should not be used as an excuse for rolling back the women's

rights movement.

A prominent criticism in the US, later echoed in Europe, Canada and Australia, was that

multiculturalism undermined national unity, hindered social integration and cultural

assimilation, and led to the fragmentation of society into several ethnic factions

(Balkanization).

In 1991, Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., a former advisor to the Kennedy and other US

administrations and Pulitzer Prize winner, published a book with the title The Disuniting of

America: Reflections on a Multicultural Society. Schlesinger states that a new attitude one

that celebrates difference and abandons assimilation may replace the classic image of the

melting pot, in which differences are submerged in democracy. He argues that ethnic

awareness has had many positive consequences to unite a nation with a "history of

prejudice"; however, the "cult of ethnicity", if pushed too far, may endanger the unity of

society. According to Schlesinger, multiculturalists are "very often ethnocentric separatists

who see little in the Western heritage other than Western crimes." Their "mood is one of

divesting Americans of their sinful European inheritance and seeking redemptive infusions

from non-Western cultures."

In his 1991 work, Illiberal Education, Dinesh D'Souzaargues that the entrenchment of

multiculturalism in American universities undermined the universalist values that liberal

education once attempted to foster. In particular, he was disturbed by the growth of ethnic

studies programs (e.g., black studies).

Samuel P. Huntington, political scientist and author, known for his Clash of Civilizations

theory, has described multiculturalism as "basically an anti-Western ideology." According to

Huntington, multiculturalism has "attacked the identification of the United States with

Western civilization, denied the existence of a common American culture, and promoted

racial, ethnic, and other subnational cultural identities and groupings."

Criticism of multiculturalism in the USwas not always synonymous with opposition to

immigration. Some politicians did address both themes, notably Patrick Buchanan, who in

1993 described multiculturalism as "an across-the-board assault on our Anglo-American
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heritage." Buchanan and other paleoconservativesargue that multiculturalism is the ideology

of the modern managerial state, an ongoing regime that remains in power, regardless of what

political party holds a majority. It acts in the name of abstract goals, such as equality or

positive rights, and uses its claim of moral superiority, power of taxation and wealth

redistribution to keep itself in power.

Multiculturalism has also been attacked through satire, such as the following proposition by

John Derbyshire.

The Diversity Theorem: Groups of people from anywhere in the world, mixed together in any

numbers and proportions whatsoever, will eventually settle down as a harmonious society,

appreciatingnay, celebrating!their differences.. which will of course soon disappear entirely.

Lawrence Auster, another conservative critic of multiculturalism, has argued that although

multiculturalism is meant to promote the value of each culture, the reality is that its real

tendency has been to undermine America's traditional majority culture. In Auster's view,

multiculturalism has tended to "downgrade our national culture while raising the status and

power of other cultures."

He writes: The formal meaning of diversity, cultural equity, gorgeous mosaic and so on is a

society in which many different cultures will live together in perfect equality and peace (i.e.,

a society that has never existed and never will exist); the real meaning of these slogans is that

the power of the existing mainstream society to determine its own destiny shall be drastically

reduced while the power of other groups, formerly marginal or external to that society, will

be increased. In other words the U.S.must, in the name of diversity, abandon its particularity

while the very groups making that demand shall hold on to theirs.

According to Auster: Since multiculturalism claims to stand for the sanctity and worth of

each culture, the discovery that its real tendency is to dismantle the existing, European-based

culture of the United States should have instantly discredited it.

Another critic of multiculturalism is the political theorist Brian Barry. In his 2002 book

Culture and Equality: An Egalitarian Critique of Multiculturalism, he argues that some forms

of multiculturalism can divide people, although they need to unite in order to fight for social

justice.
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Kevin B. MacDonald, a professor of psychology at California State University,Long Beach,

has argued in his trilogy of books on Judaism that Jews have been prominent as main

ideologues and promoters of multiculturalism in an attempt to end anti-semitism. MacDonald

considers multiculturalism to be dangerous to the West, concluding in his Jack London

Literary Prize acceptance speech:

Given that some ethnic groupsespecially ones with high levels of ethnocentrism and

mobilizationwill undoubtedly continue to function as groups far into the foreseeable future,

unilateral renunciation of ethnic loyalties by some groups means only their surrender and

defeatthe Darwinian dead end of extinction. The future, then, like the past, will inevitably be

a Darwinian competition in which ethnicity plays a very large role.

The alternative faced by Europeans throughout the Western world is to place themselves in a

position of enormous vulnerability in which their destinies will be determined by other

peoples, many of whom hold deep historically conditioned hatreds toward them. Europeans

promotion of their own displacement is the ultimate foolishnessan historical mistake of

catastrophic proportions.

Finally, multiculturalism and cultural relativism have been fiercely attacked by American

social thinker Lloyd deMause, founder of psychohistory. DeMause's central argument is that,

in the past, the astronomical infanticidal ratios among the tribes gives the lie to the claim that

the diverse cultures are basically equal. DeMause wrote: "The best estimate I could make

from the statistics was that in antiquity about half of all children born were killed by their

caretakers, declining to about a third by later medieval times and to a very small percentage

by the seventeenth century in Western Europe andAmerica."

Topic : Childhood, Adolescence And The Family

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to learn:

 The Family and Compulsory Education

 The Great Change in Childhood

 Childhood and Contemporary Culture

 Child and the Adult World
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 The Changing American Family

Definition/Overview:

Family Education: Homeschooling or homeschool(also called home education or home

learning) is the education of children at home, typically by parents or professional tutors,

rather than in a public or private school. Although prior to the introduction of compulsory

school attendance laws, most childhood education occurred within the family or community,

homeschooling in the modern sense is an alternative in developed countries to formal

education.

Key Points:

1. The Family and Compulsory Education

Compulsory education is education which children are required by law to receive and

governments are required by law to provide. The compulsion is an aspect of public education.

In some places homeschooling may be a legal alternative to attending school.

Compulsory education at the primary level was affirmed as a human right in the 1948

Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Many of the world's countries now have compulsory

education through at least the primary stage, often extending to the secondary education.

As the Universal Declaration of Human Rights attests, compulsory education is widely

approved. However, it has had its many critics. Economists and libertarians have argued that

compulsory education takes up a great deal of an individual child's time and is imposed on

them without their consent or in regards to their own interests. Mainly, however, compulsory

education is regarded by its critics as conflicting with individual liberty.

Educators have also criticized compulsory education. Paul Goodman's Compulsory

Miseducation(1962) elaborated themes from his earlier Growing Up Absurd (1960) and was

the first modern statement on what came to be called the "deschooling movement" in the

following decade.

In DeschoolingSociety, Ivan Illich calls for the disestablishment of schools. He claims that

schooling confuses teaching with learning, grades with education, diplomas with competence,
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attendance with attainment, and, especially, process with substance. He writes that schools do

not reward real achievement, only processes. Schools inhibit a persons will and ability to self-

learn, ultimately resulting in psychological impotence. He claims that forced schooling

perverts the victims natural inclination to grow and learn and replaces it with the demand for

instruction. Further, the current model of schooling, replete with credentials, betrays the value

of a self-taught individual. Moreover, institutionalized schooling seeks to quantify the

unquantifiable human growth. For Illich, creative, exploratory learning requires an

individuals own initiative to truly impact the learner positively. He calls for learning

networks that would allow people with similar interests to communicate and explore

problems together. The Internet makes his dream eminently realizable.

2. The Great Change in Childhood

John Caldwell Holt asserts that youths should have the right to control and direct their own

learning, and that the current compulsory schooling system violates a basic fundamental right

of humans: the right to decide what enters our minds. He thinks that freedom of learning is

part of freedom of thought, even more fundamental of a human right than freedom of speech.

He states that forced schooling, regardless of whether the student is learning anything

whatsoever, or if the student could more effectively learn elsewhere in different ways, is a

gross violation of civil liberties.

Dennis O'Keeffe says that all families are required to send their children to school on the

ground that some families do not understand the importance of equipping their children with

elementary cognitive and moral training. OKeeffe thinks that it is not logical to force people

to school, when most would do this voluntarily, simply because a minority would not

comply. OKeeffe thinks that there is no correlation between time spent schooling and

commendable moral character. He states that inBritain, the large expansion in secondary

education correlates with a rise in juvenile crime, and he further points out that there is a

marked increase in anti-social activity paralleling the expansion of mass schooling.

Compulsory education laws cause learning in school classes to be weakened, sometimes

severely, for those well disposed for it by those who are not.

Edwin G. West states that, with education, compulsion makes obligatory what most would do

anyway. Some advocates of which lead to increased taxes or rates in order to provide

childrens food, free at local authority kitchens or shops.
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Murray N. Rothbardcites Albert Jay Nock as denouncing the educational system for bringing

the uneducable children into the schools because of a flawed and vain belief that all children

are equally educable. Because of this, the lives of those not suited for school is distorted and

those who are educable do not get the most out of their education because the experience is

wrecked by the others who are resistant to the institution. This claim is backed up in The

Coleman Report: it appears that a pupils achievement is strongly related to the educational

background and aspirations of the other students in the school. Rothbard states that the

history of the drive for compulsory schooling is not guided by altruism, but by a desire to

coerce the population into a mold desired by the Establishment. He thinks that people like

Horace Mann, Henry Barnard and Calvin Stowe pushed so mightily for the formation of free

and compulsory schools because they were needed to indoctrinate immigrants and protect

against mobocracy, brought about in part as a reaction to the Jacksonianmovement.

In 1925 the United States Supreme Court declared, The child is not the mere creature of the

State however this has not prevented compulsory education being enshrined in law. Rothbard

quotes Herbert Read: Mankind is naturally differentiated into many types, and to press all

these types into the same mold must inevitably lead to distortions and repressions.

Rothbardalso cites Herbert Spencer, who questioned a governments ability to determine what

constitutes a good citizen and how best to produce them.

Rothbardgoes on to quote Isabel Paterson: "..Every politically controlled educational system

will inculcate the doctrine of state supremacy sooner or later, whether as the divine right of

kings, or the will of the people in democracy. Once that doctrine has been accepted, it

becomes an almost superhuman task to break the stranglehold of the political power over the

life of the citizen. It has had his body, property, and mind in its clutches from infancy. An

octopus would sooner release its prey. A tax supported, compulsory educational system is the

complete model of the totalitarian state." (Ibid).

Abolishing publicly-funded schools, claims Rothbard, and with it the property tax linkage,

would drastically help to end the zoning restrictions that allows suburbs all over the country

to evolve into upper middle-class (nearly always white) preserves. Rothbard states that the

abolition of publicly-funded schools would dismantle the property tax burden and would

allow for other forms of education to surface that could better satisfy the diverse needs of a

varied population.
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3. The Changing American Family

The existence of the publicly-funded schools means that childless people are forced to

subsidize families with children. Poor, single, childless people are forced to subsidize

wealthy families with children. There is no ethical logic in this. Rothbard goes on to point out

that a right to free speech does not mean that authorities have the right to force people to use

their right to free speech. Somehow, the right to an education has been misconstrued into the

obligation of authorities to force people to utilize that right. Rothbard also backs up OKeeffes

claim that there is considerable evidence linking compulsory attendance laws with the

growing problem of juvenile delinquency, particularly in frustrated older children.

Robert Epstein believes that the current educational system provides no incentives for

students to master material at a rapid pace, and leaves few to no options for those who do

drop out because the system, for whatever reason, is not right for them. He also points out a

Harvard study conducted in the 1980s that states that teenage turmoil appears in society

within a few years of those societies adopting Western school practices and being exposed to

Western media. Epstein also thinks that modern schooling and restrictions on exploitation of

youth labor are anachronisms of the Industrial Revolution, and no longer appropriate for

todays world.

Another dominant voice of the past few years calling for the abolition of the compulsory,

universal publicly-funded school system is that of John Taylor Gatto. He argues that the real

(but hidden or overlooked) purpose of schooling is to produce an easily manageable, obedient

workforce to serve employers in a mass production economy. For evidence he points to the

incessant bells which fragment and control a child's time at school (like factory worker's time

is fragmented and controlled), and an overemphasis, if not hysteria, for testing, which ensures

that adults such as teachers will dictate the worth of a child and her educational progress.

Real education is not the intent, Gatto claims, as a very well educated populace would be

more difficult to control.

Gattoslandmark, semi-formal and extremely thorough analysis of the educational system of

the United States, The Underground History of American Education, identifies many of the

key individuals, organizations, events and crises (both happenstance and manufactured) that

forged our educational system into its current form. He thinks that modern compulsory
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schooling suppresses free will, serves to maintain the sociopolitical order and keeps real

power in the hands of a small elite caste. In the words of Gatto:

"Spare yourself the anxiety of thinking of this school thing as a conspiracy, even though the

project is indeed riddled with petty conspirators. It was and is a fully rational transaction in

which all of us play a part. We trade the liberty of our kids and our free will for a secure

social order and a very prosperous economy. It's a bargain in which most of us agree to

become as children ourselves, under the same tutelage which holds the young, in exchange

for food, entertainment, and safety. The difficulty is that the contract fixes the goal of human

life so low that students go mad trying to escape it."

Gattorecommends that schools be non-compulsory, that they should never exceed a few

hundred in size (and even that is too large for his liking) and that the sea of administrators be

abolished (he points out that in 1991, New York City had more administrators than all the

nations of Europe combined). He thinks standardized tests are a useless indicator of ability,

wishing students to be assessed strictly on performance. He wants district school boards to be

abolished in the process of decentralizing schooling, allowing local citizen management

boards. He wants to see children engaged in real tasks with meaningful benefits of the work

they do, and he would like them to have choice in what they do. He wants tax credits,

vouchers, and other methods employed to encourage a diverse mix of school logics to take

hold, for he thinks that there is no one right way to teach a person and that cramming

everyone into the same mold is asinine. He wants subjects abolished, and thinks schooling

needs to be largely arranged around themes, claiming that interdisciplinary work is more

reflective of real world problem solving. Gatto also calls for the abolishment of teacher

certification requirements, so that anyone can teach who wants to. With compulsion and

certification gone, anyone who has something valuable to teach and is able to will have the

chance, while those who arent effective teachers wont attract students

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Race And American Education

Gender And Education
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Topic : Race And American Education

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to learn:

 Whole Groups

 Dominated Cultures

 Native Americans as a Dominated Group

 Blacks and American Education.

Definition/Overview:

Overview: Many former Confederates resisted Reconstruction with violence and

intimidation. James Loewen notes between 1865 and 1867, when white Democrats controlled

the government, an average of one black person was murdered by whites every day in Hinds

County, Mississippi. Black schools were an especial target; school buildings were frequently

burned, and teachers were flogged and occasionally murdered

Key Points:

1. Race & Education in America

In the early part of the 20th century, Reconstruction was often viewed as a tragic period,

when overweening Republicans motivated by revenge and profit, used troops to force

Southerners to accept corrupt governments run by unscrupulous Northerners and illiterate,

unqualified blacks. This version of events was propounded by historians such as William

Dunning, a white supremacist who believed blacks were "children" and "black skin means

membership in a race of men which has never of itselfcreated any civilization of any kind."

The views of Dunning and his students were enshrined in the popular imagination through

such hugely popular works as D.W. Griffith's movie The Birth of a Nation and Margaret

Mitchell's novel Gone with the Wind. However, among historians, it has been completely

discredited.

Hiram Revels, the first African American Senator, elected in 1870 from Mississippi. One

other black Senator, Blanche K. Bruce, was elected from the same state a few years later. No
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black person was elected to the Senate again after that for a hundred years. To this day,

Revels and Bruce are the only African-Americans ever to represent a Southern state in the

U.S. Senate.

Today's consensus regards Reconstruction as a time of great racial idealism and hope. The

Radical Republicans who passed the 14th and 15th Amendments were, for the most part,

motivated by a desire to help former slaves.This view was put forward by African-American

historian W.E.B. Du Bois in 1910, but later expanded by Kenneth Stampp and Eric Foner.

The Republican Reconstruction governments Congress established were in many cases

corruptbut no more corrupt than Democratic governments, or, indeed, than Northern

Republican governments.

Furthermore, the governments improved education for blacks and whites. No Reconstruction

government was dominated by blacks; in fact, blacks never attained a level of representation

equal to their population. When blacks did serve in public office, they often did so with

distinction.

2. United Statesas a whole

Many blacks tried to leave the South. In 1879, Logan notes, "some 40,000 Negroes virtually

stampeded from Mississippi, Louisiana, Alabama, and Georgia for the Midwest." More

famously, beginning in around 1915, many blacks moved to Northern cities in what became

known as the Great Migration.

Whites often reacted violently to black efforts at migration; for instance, in his autobiography

Black Boy, Richard Wright notes that he concealed his intention to move North because he

was afraid of being beaten. Still, for many blacks, life outside the South was little better.

During the nadir, the North largely abandoned egalitarianism. In the Midwest and West,

many towns posted "sundown" warnings, threatening to kill any African-Americans who

remained overnight. Monuments to Confederate War dead were erected across the nation in,

for example, Montana. Black housing was segregated in the North, and, in many regions,

blacks could not serve on juries. Blackface shows, in which whites dressed as blacks

portrayed African-Americans as shiftless, ignorant clowns, were popular in North and South.

The Supreme Court which gutted the 14th and 15th Amendments by legalizing segregation in
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a series of decisions culminating in 1896's Plessy v. Fergusonwas made up almost entirely of

Northerners.

As more blacks moved north, racism became worse. While there were critics in the scientific

community such as Franz Boas, in academia, eugenics and scientific racism gained stature by

scientists Lothrop Stoddard and Madison Grant who argued "scientific evidence" for the

racial superiority of whites and thereby worked to justify racial segregation and second-class

citizenship for blacks. Even more calamitously for blacks, in 1912, Southern Democrat and

outspoken white supremacist Woodrow Wilson was elected to the Presidency. Shortly after

entering office, and despite promises to black groups, he introduced legislation to limit black

civil rights. Congress refused to pass the measures, so Wilson ended the practice of giving

African Americans ambassadorships to nations such as Haiti, effectively re-segregating the

federal government. Wilsonwas a vocal fan of the film Birth of a Nation (1915), which

celebrated the rise of the first Ku Klux Klan, a racist organization devoted to intimidating

blacks, Catholics, Jews, and immigrants. His praise was used to defend the film from the

NAACP.

A quote from Woodrow Wilson used in "Birth of a Nation".

Birth of a Nation helped popularize the second incarnation of the Ku Klux Klan, which

gained its greatest power and influence during and shortly after Wilson's presidency. In 1924,

the Klan had 4 million members. It also controlled the governorship and a majority of the

state legislature in Indiana, as well as exerting a powerful political influence in

Arkansas,Oklahoma, California,Georgia, Oregon, and Texas. Some historical evidence

suggests that President Warren G. Harding, Wilson's successor, was inducted into the Klan in

a White House ceremony.

In the North, lynchings, though not unheard of, were less common than in the South. There

were still mob attacks on blacks, however. Mass attacks on blacks (called race riots) occurred

in Houston, in Philadelphia and in East St. Louis in 1917, and, most famously, in 1919 in

Chicago, when mob violence raged for a week, leaving 15 whites and 23 blacks dead, over

500 injured and more than 1,000 homeless. It was during that same year that Race Riots

erupted throughout the nation (hence, the term Red Summer of 1919) The 1921 Tulsa Race

Riot in Tulsa, Oklahoma was even more deadly; white mobs invaded and burned the

Greenwood district of Tulsa. Witnesses reported seeing whites in airplanes dropping
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dynamite on the city's black neighborhood. 1,256 homes were destroyed and 39 people (26

black, 13 white) were confirmed killed, although recent investigations suggest that the

number of black deaths could be considerably higher.

Northern writer James Baldwin commented I know [a] Negro, a man very dear to me, who

says, with conviction and with truth, 'The spirit of the South is the spirit of America.' He was

born in the North and did his military training in the South. He did not, as far as I can gather,

find the South 'worse'; he found it, if anything, all too familiar.

Baldwinwas writing during the 1950s, after the nadir had ended. However, like Baldwin,

most historians of the earlier period argue that racism was the policy of the nation as a whole,

not just of the South. Or, as Thomas Hall, an ex-slave interviewed in the 1930s put it, The

Yankees helped free us, so they say, but they let us be put back in slavery again.

2.1 Legacy

Black literacy levels, which rose during Reconstruction, stayed high. The

establishment of the NAACP occurred during this period, and by 1920 the group won

a few important anti-discrimination lawsuits. African-Americans, such as Du Bois and

Wells-Barnett, continued the tradition of advocacy, organizing, and journalism which

helped spur abolitionism, as well as developing new tactics helping to spur the Civil

Rights movement of the 1950s and 1960s. The Harlem Renaissance and the

popularity of jazz music during the early part of the 20th century made many

Americans more aware of black culture and more accepting of black celebrities.

Overall, however, the nadir was a disaster, certainly for black people and arguably for

whites as well. Foner points out: ..by the early twentieth century [racism] had become

more deeply embedded in the nation's culture and politics than at any time since the

beginning of the antislavery crusade and perhaps in our nation's entire history.

Similarly, Loewen argues family instability and crime which many sociologists have

found in black communities can be traced, not to slavery, but to the nadir and its

aftermath. Foner adds "none of Reconstruction's black officials created a family

political dynasty" and concludes the nadir "aborted the development of the South's

black political leadership. Certainly, the racial cast of many of America's political
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debatesfrom the drug war to affirmative actionare part of the nadir's legacy.

Segregation in housing and education was established during the nadir.

Political violence is arguably one of the nadir's bitter gifts to American society. Many

commentators at the time pointed out lynchings and mob action undermine respect for

the established justice system. One famous lynching case occurred in 1981and other

organized violence against blacks and other minorities recurs periodically. On a

national level, many of the nation's most famous political assassinationsMartin Luther

King Jr.'s, Malcolm X'swere linked to racial divisions which the nadir accentuated.

Many white nationalist and right-wing militia movements have their roots in the Ku

Klux Klan.

Topic : Gender And Education

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to learn:

 Sexism and Language.

 Women and American Education.

 Women and Contemporary Education.

 Sexual Discrimination in the Classroom.

Definition/Overview:

Overview: Gender and education, from a sociological perspective, refers to the idea that the

educational system does not offer females the same type of opportunities for upward

mobility, as it does males. This is a type of sex discrimination being applied in the education

system affecting women both during and after their educational experiences

Key Points:

1. Discrimination in Education

Sex discrimination in education is applied to women in several ways. First, many sociologists

of education view the educational system as an institution of social and cultural reproduction.
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Existing patterns of inequality, especially for gender inequality, are reproduced within

schools through formal and informal processes .

Another way the educational system discriminates towards females is through course-taking,

especially in high school. This is important because course-taking represents a large gender

gap in what courses males and females take, which leads to different educational and

occupational paths between males and females. For example, females tend to take fewer

advanced mathematical and scientific courses, thus leading them to be ill-equipped to pursue

these careers in higher education. This can further be seen in technology and computer

courses .

Also, cultural norms may also be a factor causing sex discrimination in education. For

example, society suggests that women should be mothers and be responsible for the bulk of

childrearing. Therefore, women feel compelled to pursue educational pathways that lead to

occupations that allow for long leaves of absences, so they can be stay at home mothers.

Furthermore, the idea of a hidden curriculum further adds to the discrimination of women in

the educational system. The hidden curriculum refers to the idea that teachers interact and

teach each of their students in a way that reinforces relations of gender, as well as race and

social class. For example, teachers may give more attention to boys, resulting in them

becoming more social, whereas girls become quieter and learn that they should be passive

and defer to boys. Students are also being socialized for their expected adult roles through the

correspondence principle of sociology through schools. For example, girls may be

encouraged to learn skills valued in female-dominated fields, while boys might learn

leadership skills for male-dominated occupations.

2. Consequences of Sex Discrimination in Education

Sex discrimination in education invariably occurs when women remain considerably behind

men in economic and social status. In addition, this discrimination results in a substantial

gender gap in pay towards women (.75 cents for every dollar that men make), for the most

part, being in low status, sex-stereotyped occupations, which in part is due to gender

differences in majors . They also have to endure the main responsibilities of domestic tasks,

even though their labor force participation has increased. Sex discrimination in education also

causes schools to reproduce inequality towards women. Sex discrimination in high school
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and college course-taking also results in women not being prepared or qualified to pursue

more prestigious, high paying occupations. Sex discrimination in education also results in

women being more passive, quiet, and less assertive, due to the effects of the hidden

curriculum .

In 2005, USA Today reported that the "college gender gap" was widening; stating that fifty-

seven percent of U.S.college students are female.

In the United States, the Supreme Court ruled on the constitutionality of single-sex public

education in the 1996 case of United States v. Virginia. This ruling, written by Justice Ruth

Bader Ginsburg concluded that single-sex education in the public sector is constitutional only

if comparable courses, services, and facilities are made available to both sexes. The No Child

Left Behind Act contains provisions (section 5131.a.23. and 5131c) designed by their authors

-- Senators Hillary Clinton (D-NY) and Kay Bailey Hutchison (R-TX) -- to facilitate single-

sex education in public schools. These provisions led to the publication of new federal rules

in October 2006 to allow districts to create single-sex schools and classes provided that 1)

enrollment is voluntary, and 2) comparable courses, services, and facilities are available to

both sexes. The number of public schools offering single-sex classrooms rose from 11 in

2002 to 514 in 2008, according to the web site of the National Association for Single Sex

Public Education.

3. Sociology of Education

The sociology of education is the study of how public institutions and individual experiences

affects education and its outcome. It is most concerned with the public schooling systems of

modern industrial societies, including the expansion of higher, further, adult, and continuing

education.

Education has always been seen as a fundamentally optimistic human endeavour

characterised by aspirations for progress and betterment. It is understood by many to be a

means of overcoming handicaps, achieving greater equality and acquiring wealth and status.

Education is perceived as a place where children can develop according to their unique needs

and potential. It is also perceived as one of the best means of achieving greater social

equality. Many would say that the purpose of education should be to develop every individual

to their full potential and give them a chance to achieve as much in life as their natural
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abilities allow. Few would argue that any education system accomplishes this goal perfectly.

Some take a particularly negative view, arguing that the education system is designed with

the intention of causing the social reproduction of inequality.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
The Education Of Students With Special Needs

Textbooks And The Curriculum

Media, Computers, And Education

Topic : The Education Of Students With Special Needs

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to learn:

 The Growth in Special Education.

 The Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

 Equal Access and the Special Student.

 Labeling as an Issue in Education.

Definition/Overview:

Special education: Special education is the individually planned and systematically

monitored arrangement of teaching procedures, adapted equipment and materials, accessible

settings, and other interventions designed to help learners with special needs achieve a higher

level of personal self-sufficiency and success in school and community than would be

available if the student were only given access to a typical classroom education.

Key Points:

1. Issues Related to Special-Needs Students

Students with special needs, such as learning differences, mental health issues, specific

disabilities (physical or developmental) , and giftedness are those whose needs are addressed

within the classroom setting. However generally, the term "special education" refers

specifically to students with learning disabilities, mental conditions, and other disabling
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conditions. Beginning in 1952, Civitans were the first to provide widespread training for

teachers of developmentally disabled children.

Disability studies are an interdisciplinary field of study, which is focused on the

contributions, experiences, history, and culture of people with disabilities. The field of

teaching and research in the area of disability studies is growing worldwide.

The scope of disability studies differs in different countries. In the UK, for instance, it is seen

as the province of disabled people, whereas in the USA a much wider range of professions

concerned with disabilities and disabled people is involved.

Special education has been a field in which large, empirical studies have been difficult to

implement, given the differences in service delivery models. In a meta-analysis of special

education, researchers found no significant effect size when examining the relationship

between student outcomes and inclusion in special education (see Kavale, K. A., Glass, G. V

(1982) The Efficacy of Special Education Interventions and Practices: A Compendium of

Meta-Analysis Findings. Focus on Exceptional Children, v15 n4 p1-14).

Beneficial classrooms designed for special education students, sometimes called resource

rooms, are targets for those who seek to include a heterogenous group of students without

consideration of the myriad of learners. Students with disabilities require individualized

instruction--as mandated by an IEP--and thus full inclusion or "push in" servicing is not

viable for school districts.

Special education as implemented in public schools has been criticized because the

qualification criteria for services are extremely variable from one education agency to

another. In the United States, all Local and State Education Agencies must use classification

and labeling models that are aligned with the federal definitions, outlined the Individuals with

Disabilities Education Act (IDEA).

At-risk students (those with educational needs that are not associated with a disability) are

often placed in classes with students with disabilities. Critics assert that placing at-risk

students in the same classes as disabled students may impede the educational progress of

people with disabilities.
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The practice of inclusion has been criticized by advocates and some parents of children with

disabilities because some of these students require instructional methods that differ

dramatically from typical classroom methods. Critics assert that it is not possible to deliver

effectively two or more very different instructional methods in the same classroom. As a

result, the educational progress of students who depend on different instructional methods to

learn often fall even further behind their peers without disabilities.

Parents of typically developing children sometimes fear that the special needs of a single

"fully included" student will take critical levels of attention and energy away from the rest of

the class and thereby impair the academic achievements of all students.

Some parents, advocates, and students have concerns about the eligibility criteria and its

application. In some cases, parents and students protest the students' placement into special

education programs. For example, a student may be placed into the special education

programs due to a mental health condition such as OCD, depression, anxiety, panic attacks or

ADHD, while the student and his parents believe that the condition is adequately managed

through medication and outside therapy. In other cases, students whose parents believe they

require the additional support of special education services are denied participation in the

program based on the eligibility criteria.

An alternative to homogenization and lockstep standardization is proposed, using the

Sudbury model schools, an alternative approach in which children learn at their own pace

rather than following a chronologically-based curriculum. Proponents of unschoolinghave

also claimed that children raised in this method do not suffer from learning disabilities.

Gerald Coles, in his book, The Learning Mystique: A Critical Look at "Learning

Disabilities", asserts that there are partisan agendas behind the educational policy-makers and

that the scientific research that they use to support their arguments regarding the teaching of

literacy are flawed. These include the idea that there are neurological explanations for

learning disabilities.

2. Other Factors

The provision of education to people with disabilities or learning differences differs from

country to country, and state to state. The ability of a student to access a particular setting
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depends on the availability of services, location, family choice, or government policy. Special

educators have historically described a cascade of services, in which students with special

needs receive services in varying degrees based on the degree to which they interact with the

general school population. In the main, special education has been provided in one, or a

combination, of the following ways:

 Inclusion: Regular education classes combined with special education services is a model

often referred to as inclusion. In this model, students with special needs are educated with

their typically developing peers for at least half of the day. In a full inclusion model,

specialized services are provided within a regular classroom by sending the service provider

in to work with one or more students in their regular classroom setting. In a partial inclusion

model, specialized services are provided outside a regular classroom. In this case, the student

occasionally leaves the regular classroom to attend smaller, more intensive instructional

sessions, or to receive other related service such as speech and language therapy,

occupational and/or physical therapy, and social work.

 Mainstreaming: Regular education classes combined with special education classes is a

model often referred to as mainstreaming. In this model, students with special needs are

educated with their typically developing peers during specific time periods.

 Segregation (Self-Contained): Full-time placement in a special education classroom may be

referred to as segregation. In this model, students with special needs spend no time with

typically developing students. Segregated students may attend the school as their neighbors,

but spend their time exclusively in a special-needs classroom. Alternatively, these students

may attend a special school.

 Exclusion: A student who does not receive instruction in any school is said to be excluded.

Such exclusion may occur where there is no legal mandate for special education services. It

may also occur when a student is in hospital, homebound, or detained by the criminal justice

system. These students may receive one-on-one instruction or group instruction. Students

who have been suspended or expelled are not considered excluded in this sense.

With increasing experience over the past few decades in the field of special education, the

concept is shifting away from the student's level of disability as the prime determinant of

physical placement (i.e., the degree of exclusion/segregation s/he experiences) toward the

challenge of modifying teaching methods and environments so that students might be served

in typical educational environments. In the US, the President's National Council on Disability
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has called for special education to be regarded less as a "place" and more as "a service,

available in every school."

Modifications can consist of changes in curriculum, supplementary aides or equipment, and

the provision of specialized physical adaptations that allow students to participate in the

educational environment to the fullest extent possible. Students may need this help to access

subject matter, to physically gain access to the school, or to meet their emotional needs.

Support is targeted to the needs of the individual student and can be short or long term. In the

United States, the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act requires that special needs

students be included in regular education activities as much as possible. In Scotland the

Additional Support Needs Act places an obligation on education authorities to meet the needs

of all students in consultation with other agencies and parents.

In England there are support services available which can help parents in particular with the

educational provision of their child. Parent Partnership Services are support services which

ensure the involvement of parents in the planning and delivery of their child's educational

provision.

3. Special education in the United States

Special education programs in the United Stateswere made mandatory in 1975 when the

United States Congress passed the Education for All Handicapped Children Act (EHA) in

response to discriminatory treatment by public educational agencies against students with

disabilities. The EHA was later modified to strengthen protections to people with disabilities

and renamed the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA). The EHA and IDEA

both implement their mandate by requiring States to provide special education consistent with

federal standards as a condition of receiving federal funds. The IDEA is found in Title 20 of

the United States Code, starting at section 1400. IDEA is interpreted by extensive federal

regulations.

The two most basic rights ensured by the IDEA is that every student is entitled to a free and

appropriate public education (FAPE) in the least restrictive environment (LRE). To ensure a

FAPE, a team of professionals from the local educational agency (iepublic school) and

parents meet to determine the student's unique educational needs, develop annual goals for
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the student, and determine the placement, program modification, testing accommodations,

counseling, and other special services that the student needs through the development of an

Individualized Education Program (IEP). The educational agency (ieschool) is required to

develop and implement an IEP that meets the standards of federal and state educational

agencies.

The study of special education and special education policy brings together diverse

disciplines and requires an integration of a variety of resources. To a large extent, provision

of special education is governed by state and federal law as expressed in statutes and

implementing regulations. Because special education law is structured upon a cooperative

federalism model,Schaffer v Weist, one must look to both state and federal law to understand

how special education is delivered and financed in any particular state. Application of these

statutes and regulations occurs at the local level by local school districts under supervision of

their State government. Disputes over the application of the law begins at the local school

district and travels through an administrative procedure subject to judicial review. This

process, of applying law through layers of governmental decision-making is studied in the

discipline of Administrative Law. In addition, aspects of special education law rest on

evolving civil rights jurisprudence. But an understanding of special education requires

integration of other disciplines, including education and education finance, psychology,

public health and medicine.

Topic : Textbooks And The Curriculum

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to learn:

 Textbooks as Curriculum and Cultural Capital

 Textbooks and Their Role in the History of Education

 The McGuffey Readers

 The Textbook Business

 Controversies Over the Content of Books
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Definition/Overview:

Overview: In The Curriculum, the first textbook published on the subject, in 1918, John

Franklin Bobbitt said that curriculum, as an idea, has its roots in the Latin word for race-

course, explaining the curriculum as the course of deeds and experiences through which

children become the adults they should be, for success in adult society. Furthermore, the

curriculum encompasses the entire scope of formative deed and experience occurring in and

out of school, and not only experiences occurring in school; experiences that are unplanned

and undirected, and experiences intentionally directed for the purposeful formation of adult

members of society

Key Points:

1. Contemporary views of curriculum

Contemporary views of curriculum reject these features of Bobbitt's postulates, but retain the

basis of curriculum as the course of experience(s) that forms human beings in to persons.

Personal formation via curricula is studied at the personal level and at the group level, i.e.

cultures and societies (e.g. professional formation, academic discipline via historical

experience). The formation of a group is reciprocal, with the formation of its individual

participants.

Although it formally appeared in Bobbitt's definition, curriculum as a course of formative

experience also pervades John Dewey's work (who disagreed with Bobbitt on important

matters). Although Bobbitt's and Dewey's idealistic understanding of "curriculum" is

different from current, restricted uses of the word, curriculum writers and researchers

generally share it as common, substantive understanding of curriculum.

2. Curriculum in formal schooling

In formal education or schooling (cf. education), a curriculum is the set of courses, course

work, and content offered at a school or university. A curriculum may be partly or entirely

determined by an external, authoritative body (i.e. the National Curriculum forEnglandin

English schools). In the U.S., each state, with the individual school districts, establishes the

curricula taught. Each state, however, builds its curriculum with great participation of

national academic subject groups selected by the United States Department of Education, e.g.
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National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) for mathematical instruction. In

Australiaeach state's Education Department establishes curricula. UNESCO's International

Bureau of Education has the primary mission of studying curricula and their implementation

worldwide.

Curriculum means two things: (i) the range of courses from which students choose what

subject matters to study, and (ii) a specific learning program. In the latter case, the curriculum

collectively describes the teaching, learning, and assessment materials available for a given

course of study.

Currently, a spiral curriculum (or tycoil curriculum) is promoted as allowing students to

revisit a subject matter's content at the different levels of development of the subject matter

being studied. The constructivist approach, of the tycoil curriculum, proposes that children

learn best via active engagement with the educational environment, i.e. discovery learning.

A crucial aspect for learning, understanding by stimulating the imagination, is absent in the

so-called "neo-conservative curriculum" that stresses the ineffective aspects of knowledge

amounts and of logico-mathematical thinking, i.e. rote learning.

Crucial to the curriculum is the definition of the course objectives that usually are expressed

as learning outcomes' and normally include the program's assessment strategy. These

outcomes and assessments are grouped as units (or modules), and, therefore, the curriculum

comprises a collection of such units, each, in turn, comprising a specialised, specific part of

the curriculum. So, a typical curriculum includes communications, numeracy, information

technology, and social skills units, with specific, specialized teaching of each.

2.1 Core curriculum

Core curriculum has typically been highly emphasized in Soviet and Russian

universities and technical institutes. In this photo, a student has come to the

university's main class schedule board on the first day of classes to find what classes

he - and all students in his specialization (sub-major) - will attend this semester.

In education, a core curriculum is a curriculum, or course of study, which is deemed

central and usually made mandatory for all students of a school or school system.

However, this is not always the case. For example, a school might mandate a music
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appreciation class, but students may opt out if they take a performing musical class,

such as orchestra, band, chorus, etc. In addition, many students today now take

several elective music courses. To make the curriculum seem more fair, schools might

add 1 or 2 elective classes normally in the areas of technology and computers. This

gives the impression that students each have approximately the same number of

courses. Students with several musics normally do not have to take these classes. Core

curricula are often instituted, at the primary and secondary levels, by school boards,

Departments of Education, or other administrative agencies charged with overseeing

education. At the undergraduate level, individual college and university

administrations and faculties sometimes mandate core curricula, especially in the

liberal arts. But because of increasing specialization and depth in the student's major

field of study, a typical core curriculum in higher education mandates a far smaller

proportion of a student's course work than a high school or elementary school core

curriculum prescribes.

2.2 Examples in higher education

Amongst the best known and most expansive core curricula programs at leading

American colleges are that of Columbia College at ColumbiaUniversity, as well as the

University of Chicago's. Both can take up to two years to complete without advanced

standing, and are designed to foster critical skills in a broad range of academic

disciplines, including: the social sciences, humanities, physical and biological

sciences, mathematics, writing and foreign languages. However, other selective

institutions have largely done away with core requirements in their entirety, the most

famous being the student-driven course selection of Brown University, and Cornell

University. Further, as core curricula began to be diminished over the course of the

twentieth century at many American schools, several smaller institutions became

famous for embracing a core curriculum that covers nearly the students entire

undergraduate education, often utilizing classic texts of the western canon to teach all

subjects including science. St. JohnsCollege in the United Statesremains famous in

this vein.
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2.3 Choice versus curriculum

Many educational institutions are currently trying to balance two opposing forces: On

the one hand, some believe students should have a common knowledge foundation,

often in the form of a core curriculum; on the other hand, others want students to be

able to pursue their own educational interests, often through early specialty in a

major, however, other times through the free choice of courses. This tension has

received a large amount of coverage due to Harvard University's reorganization of its

core requirements.

For example, in 1999, the University of Chicago announced plans to reduce and

modify the content of its core curriculum, including lowering the number of required

courses from 21 to 15 and offering a wider range of content. When The New York

Times, The Economist, and other major news outlets picked up this story, the

University became the focal point of a national debate on education. The National

Association of Scholars released a statement saying, "It is truly depressing to observe

a steady abandonment of the University of Chicago's once imposing undergraduate

core curriculum, which for so long stood as the benchmark of content and rigor

among American academic institutions." Simultaneously, however, a set of university

administrators, notably then-President Hugo Sonnenschein, argued that reducing the

core curriculum had become both a financial and educational imperative, as the

university was struggling to attract a commensurate volume of applicants to its

undergraduate division compared to peer schools as a result of what was perceived by

the pro-change camp as a reaction by the average eighteen year old to the expanse of

the collegiate core.

3. Textbooks

A textbook is a manual of instruction or a standard book in any branch of study. They are

produced according to the demand of educational institutions. Although most textbooks are

only published in printed format, many are now available as online electronic books and

increasingly in scanned format in P2P networks. The textbooks market does not operate

according to the same economic principles as a normal consumer market. First, the end

consumers (students) do not select the product, and the people choosing the product (faculty)
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do not purchase the product. Therefore, price is removed from the purchasing decision,

giving the producer (publishers) disproportionate market power to set prices high.

This fundamental flaw in the market is blamed as the primary reason that prices are out of

control. The term "Broken Market" first appeared in Economist James Koch's analysis of the

market commissioned by the Advisory Committee on Student Financial Assistance.

This situation is exacerbated by the lack of competition in the textbook market. A recent

wave of consolidation reduced the number of major textbook companies to just three:

Pearson, Cengage Learning and McGraw-Hill. Consequently, there is less competition than

there used to be, and the high cost of startup keeps new companies from entering.

3.1 New editions & the used book market

Students seek relief from rising prices through the purchase of used copies of

textbooks, which tend to be less expensive. Most college bookstores offer used copies

of textbooks at lower prices. Most bookstores will also buy used copies back from

students at the end of a term if the book is going to be re-used at the school. Books

that are not being re-used at the school are often purchased by an off-campus

wholesaler for 0-30% of the new cost, for distribution to other bookstores where the

books will be sold.

Students who look beyond the campus bookstore can typically find lower prices. With

the ISBN or title, author and edition, most textbooks can be located through online

used book sellers or retailers.

Most leading textbook companies publish a new edition every 3 or 4 years, more

frequently in math & science. All the homework problems in the books are rewritten,

to force the students to buy the latest version. A study conducted by The Student

PIRGs found that a new edition costs 12% more than a new copy of previous edition,

and 58% more than a used copy of the previous edition. Textbook publishers maintain

these new editions are driven by faculty demand. The Student PIRGs' study found that

76% of faculty said new editions were justified half of the time or less and 40% said

they were justified rarely or never.
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The Student PIRGs also point out that recent emphasis on electronic textbooks, or

"eTextbooks," does not always save students money. Even though the book costs less

up-front, the student will not recover any of the cost through resale.

3.2 Bundling

Another publishing industry practice that has been highly criticized is "bundling," or

shrink-wrapping supplemental items into a textbook. Supplemental items range from

CD-ROMs and workbooks to online passcodes and bonus material. Students do not

always have the option to purchase these items separately, and often the one-time-use

supplements destroy the resale value of the textbook.

According to The Student PIRGs, the typical bundled textbook is 10%-50% more

than an unbundled textbook, and 65% of professors said they rarely or never use the

bundled items in their courses.

The 2005 GAO Report found that the production of these supplemental items was the

primary cause of rapidly increasing prices:

While publishers, retailers, and wholesalers all play a role in textbook pricing, the

primary factor contributing to increases in the price of textbooks has been the

increased investment publishers have made in new products to enhance instruction

and learning..While wholesalers, retailers, and others do not question the quality of

these materials, they have expressed concern that the publishers practice of packaging

supplements with a textbook to sell as one unit limits the opportunity students have to

purchase less expensive used books..If publishers continue to increase these

investments, particularly in technology, the cost to produce a textbook is likely to

continue to increase in the future.

Bundling has also been used as a means of segmenting the used book market. Each

combination of a textbook and supplemental items receives a separate ISBN. A single

textbook could therefore have dozens of ISBNs that denote different combinations of

supplements packaged with that particular book. When a bookstore attempts to track

down used copies of textbooks, they will search for the ISBN the course instructor

orders, which will locate only a subset of the copies of the textbook.
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Pending legislation on the state and federal level that seeks to limit the practice of

bundling, by requiring publishers to offer all components separately. Publishers have

testified in favor of bills including this provision, but only in the case that the

provision exempts the loosely defined category of "integrated textbooks." The Federal

bill only exempts 3rd party materials in integrated textbooks, however publisher

lobbyists have attempted to create a loophole through this definition in state bills.

3.3 Price Disclosure

Given that problem of high textbook prices is linked to the "broken" economics of the

market, requiring publishers to disclose textbook prices to faculty is a solution

pursued by a number of legislatures. By inserting price into sales interactions, this

regulation will supposedly make the economic forces operate more normally.

No data suggests that this is in fact true. However, The Student PIRGs have found

that publishers actively withhold pricing information from faculty, making it difficult

to obtain. Their most recent study found that 77% of faculty say publisher sales

representatives do not volunteer prices, and only 40% got an answer when they

directly asked. Furthermore, the study found that 23% of faculty rated publisher

websites as informative and easy to use and less than half said they typically listed the

price.

The US House passed language in the 2008 Higher Education Act reauthorization bill

that would require price disclosure. Legislation requiring price disclosure has passed

in Connecticut, Washington,Minnesota, Oregon,Arizona, Oklahoma, and Colorado.

Publishers are currently supporting price disclosure mandates, though they insist that

the "suggested retail price" should be disclosed, rather than the actual price the

publisher would get for the book.

3.4 Used textbook market

Once a textbook is purchased from a retailer for the first time, there are several ways a

student can sell his/her textbooks back at the end of the semester. Students can sell to

1) the college/university bookstore; 2) fellow students; or 3) a number of online Web

sites or student swap service.
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3.5 Campus buyback

As for buyback on a specific campus, faculty decisions largely determine how much a

student receives. If a professor chooses to use the same book the following semester,

even if it is a custom text, designed specifically for an individual instructor,

bookstores often buy the book back. A Government Accountability Office (GAO)

report found that, generally, if a book is in good condition and will be used on the

campus again the next term, bookstores will pay students 50 percent of the original

price paid. If the bookstore has not received a faculty order for the book at the end of

the term and the edition is still current, they may offer students the wholesale price of

the book, which could range from 5 to 35 percent of the new retail price, according to

the GAO report.

When students resell their textbooks during campus buyback periods, these textbooks

are often sold into the national used textbook distribution chain. If a textbook is not

going to be used on campus for the next semester of courses then many times the

college bookstore will sell that book to a national used book company. The used book

company then resells the book to another college bookstore. Finally, that book is sold

as used to a student at another college at a price that is typically 75% of the new book

price. At each step, a markup is applied to the book to enable the respective

companies to continue to operate.

3.6 Student to student sales

Students can also sell or trade textbooks among themselves. After completing a

course, sellers will often seek out members of the next enrolling class, people who are

likely to be interested in purchasing the required books. This may be done by posting

flyers to advertise the sale of the books or simply soliciting individuals who are

shopping in the college bookstore for the same titles. Many larger schools have

independent websites set up for the purpose of facilitating such trade. These often

operate much like digital classified ads, enabling students to list their items for sale

and browse for those they wish to acquire.
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3.7 Textbook exchanges

In response to escalating textbook prices, limited competition, and to provide a more

efficient system to connect buyers and sellers together, online textbook exchanges

were developed. Most of today's sites handle buyer and seller payments, and usually

deduct a small commission only after the sale is completed.

According to textbook author Henry L. Roediger (and Wadsworth Publishing

Company senior editor Vicki Knight), the used textbook market is illegitimate, and

entirely to blame for the rising costs of textbooks. As methods of "dealing with this

problem", he recommends making previous editions of textbooks obsolete, binding

the textbook with other materials, and passing laws to prevent the sale of used books.

Topic : Media, Computers, And Education

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to learn:

 Online Information About Electronic Media and Education.

 Computing in Contemporary Culture.

 The Computer as the Children's Machine.

 Computers and Their Educational Meaning.

 Are Video Games Teaching Machines?

 Computers and Equity

Definition/Overview:

Educational technology: Educational technology (also called learning technology) is the

study and ethical practice of facilitating learning and improving performance by creating,

using and managing appropriate technological processes and resources." The term

educational technology is often associated with, and encompasses, instructional theory and

learning theory. While instructional technology covers the processes and systems of learning

and instruction, educational technology includes other systems used in the process of

developing human capability.
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Key Points:

1. Technology and Instruction

In education, instructional technology is "the theory and practice of design, development,

utilization, management, and evaluation of processes and resources for learning," according

to the Association for Educational Communications and Technology (AECT) Definitions and

Terminology Committee. Instructional technology is often referred to as a part of educational

technology. While instructional technology covers the processes and systems of learning and

instruction, educational technology includes other systems used in the process of developing

human capability.

Educational technology is most simply and comfortably defined as an array of tools that

might prove helpful in advancing student learning. Educational Technology relies on a broad

definition of the word "technology". Technology can refer to material objects of use to

humanity, such as machines or hardware, but it can also encompass broader themes,

including systems, methods of organization, and techniques. Some modern tools include but

are not limited to overhead projectors, laptop computers, and calculators. Newer tools such as

"smartphones" and games (both online and offline) are beginning to draw serious attention

for their learning potential.

Those who employ educational technologies to explore ideas and communicate meaning are

learners or teachers.

Consider the Handbook of Human Performance Technology. The word technology for the

sister fields of Educational and Human Performance Technology means "applied science." In

other words, any valid and reliable process or procedure that is derived from basic research

using the "scientific method" is considered a "technology." Educational or Human

Performance Technology may be based purely on algorithmic or heuristic processes, but

neither necessarily implies physical technology. The word technology, comes from the Greek

"Techne" which means craft or art. Another word "technique", with the same origin, also may

be used when considering the field Educational technology. So Educational technology may

be extended to include the techniques of the educator.
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A classic example of an Educational Psychology text is Bloom's 1956 book, Taxonomy of

Educational Objectives. Bloom's taxonomy is helpful when designing learning activities to

keep in mind what is expected of--and what are the learning goals for-- learners. However,

Bloom's work does not explicitly deal with educational technology per se and is more

concerned with pedagogical strategies.

According to some, an Educational Technologist is someone who transforms basic

educational and psychological research into an evidence-based applied science (or a

technology) of learning or instruction. Educational Technologists typically have a graduate

degree (Master's, Doctorate, Ph.D., or D.Phil.) in a field related to educational psychology,

educational media, experimental psychology, cognitive psychology or, more purely, in the

fields of Educational, Instructional or Human Performance Technology or Instructional

(Systems) Design. But few of those listed below as theorists would ever use the term

"educational technologist" as a term to describe themselves, preferring terms like "educator".

The transformation of educational technology from a cottage industry to a profession is

discussed by Shurville, Browne, and Whitaker.

2. Teacher-Support Applications

Three main theoretical schools or philosophical frameworks have been present in the

educational technology literature. These are Behaviorism, Cognitivism and Constructivism.

Each of these schools of thought are still present in today's literature but have evolved as the

Psychology literature has evolved.

This theoretical framework was developed in the early 20th century with the animal learning

experiments of Ivan Pavlov, Edward Thorndike, Edward C. Tolman, Clark L. Hull, B.F.

Skinner and many others. Many psychologists used these theories to describe and experiment

with human learning. While still very useful this philosophy of learning has lost favor with

many educators.

B.F. Skinner wrote extensively on improvements of teaching based on his functional analysis

of Verbal Behavior, and wrote "The Technology of Teaching", an attempt to dispel the myths

underlying contemporary education, as well as promote his system he called programmed

instruction. Ogden Lindsley also developed the Celeration learning system similarly based on

behavior analysis but quite different from Keller's and Skinner's models.
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Cognitive science has changed how educators view learning. Since the very early beginning

of the Cognitive Revolution of the 1960s and 1970s, learning theory has undergone a great

deal of change. Much of the empirical framework of Behaviorism was retained even though a

new paradigm had begun. Cognitive theories look beyond behavior to explain brain-based

learning. Cognitivists consider how human memory works to promote learning.

After memory theories like the Atkinson-Shiffrin memory model and Baddeley's Working

memory model were established as a theoretical framework in Cognitive Psychology, new

cognitive frameworks of learning began to emerge during the 1970s, 80s, and 90s. It is

important to note that Computer Science and Information Technology have had a major

influence on Cognitive Science theory. The Cognitive concepts of working memory

(formerly known as short term memory) and long term memory have been facilitated by

research and technology from the field of Computer Science. Another major influence on the

field of Cognitive Science is Noam Chomsky. Today researchers are concentrating on topics

like Cognitive load and Information Processing Theory.

Constructivism is a learning theory or educational philosophy that many educators began to

consider in the 1990s. One of the primary tenets of this philosophy is that learners construct

their own meaning from new information, as they interact with reality or others with different

perspectives.

Constructivist learning environments require students to utilize their prior knowledge and

experiences to formulate new, related, and/or adaptive concepts in learning. Under this

framework the role of the teacher becomes that of a facilitator, providing guidance so that

learners can construct their own knowledge. Constructivist educators must make sure that the

prior learning experiences are appropriate and related to the concepts being taught.

Jonassen(1997) suggests "well-structured" learning environments are useful for novice

learners and that "ill-structured" environments are only useful for more advanced learners.

Educators utilizing technology when teaching with a constructivist perspective should choose

technologies that reinforce prior learning perhaps in a problem-solving environment.
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